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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for
ROY,

"Volume XVI.

Mora

A Real, Governor Deserter Caught House Robbed
i

It is needless to tell our read- - A young man giving his name
ers that we were not enthsisatic as Lars P. Peterson, who' has

been in Roy for several days,
phoned a Bank at Deming N. M.
Tuesday to send hjm some money
from his deposit. The officers at
tha Military Camp phoned for a
describtion of himrand directed
Frank Schultz,' Deputy Sheriff,
to arrest him as a deserter from
the Army. He is a native of
Sweeden spedks English brok
enly aud evibently does not relegislature are things that are alise what serious trouble he's in
eminently right and the utter-anee- s
of a great mind, no matter
0
who'doesit. If Larrizolo contih-,
ues to the end of his term as he The special service and banquet
ha3 started he will pé in a class given by the Methodist people at
with' the 'three men whopreceed- - the Christian Church Wednesdáy
edhim as Governors of this state evening attracted a very large
and
deserve the support of audience. The singing by Mr.
rail men who believe in right gov- Nixon wis splendid and the adernment. ' No man or group of dresses by Dr. Bright and Rev.
' men have any dog collar and Keegan, of Raton, were of a
kind to bring religious thought
chain on him thus far.
Following are excerpts from and activity dowd to date.
The "Feed" wa served on
his reminder to the soloris
"It will be incumbent upon you large cedar shingles anp served
" to pass that legislation
and cry- - to the entire audience in their
stalize it into law, which will re- seats, by the ladies and young
deem the 'pledges made at the men of the church. It was unique
last republican state convention. as well as immensely practical.
The submission ofandamend-men- t
The Navy Dept, is advertising
to the state constitution
'" granting to the women of our for men from 18 to 35 years for
: state the electoral
franchise; ap- almost every kind of job in the
propriate legislation in order to navy. The nearest recruiting
make effective the constitutional stations are El Paso and Albuprovision refering to prohibition querque. The young man who
' in our state, are two of the prom- sees too much competition ahead
ises' that the republican party ta 'industrial lines can be sure of
made to1 the people of our state a welcome to the navy and a
'
when we, as a party, called for good job.
' their support at the general elec-.tioC. L. Wensell drove to Clay.Friday after Mrs. Wensell
ton
Neither one of these measures
who
has :beenthere for some days
has yet been framed into law.
They
came home Sunday and had
'Gentlemen. 1 verily brieve
i that one
of the considerations a very windy and disagreeable
that' induced the voters of this trip .as well as a' long one.
for the election of Ai 0. Larri-zol- o
as Governor, but some of
things he has doue and some he
has refused to do, meet with our
hearty approval. His telegram in
support of the President and the
Leagne of Nations, his stand
importing foreign labor to
al: .the nlnpp Of our nwn return soldiers and finally his rebuke to
the republican majority n the

j

M. E. Banquet
--

--

"
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state to support the republican
polls, at the
ticket
'election was the promises we
made: touching legislation along
'these lines. 'I respectfully submit
'to you that it is neither fair nor
honorable for us to betray the
confidence that the electorate

Downing returned
from a year or more of army life
in eastern cantonments. He has
been a member of the regimental
bands most of the time of his
service. He has grown up since
really
he left and is fat
handsome and wears the khaki
as gracefully :as any soldier of
more mature years. Many friends
are glad to see him again and ro
one blames his mother, Mr. Harry Welch, for being proud of
Clifton

him.

at-th-e

N, M. reposed in our party;
that the only proper thing for us
to do is to fulfil our promises and
enact the legislation that we
promised. If we fail in this, our
solemen d aty, I take it for granted that no republican member of
the present legislature who opposes the enactment of these
laws will have the hardihood to
again solicit the support of the
voters if the state at the polls
for any office. Yet that is not
the worst part of it. The political fortunes of one individual
s'ink into absolute insignificance
"ssvhen compared with political
.fortunes of tlve whole party and
;auch conduct can brmg but one
result and well merited at tfcat
namely, the defeat of the party
the noils in the next election.
It is for you, gentlemen of the
legislature, and I ara addressing
myself particularly to the republican nianbers to redeem these
pledges and thus save the future
of our parí y or to betray them
and doom the party to defent.
Speaking for myself as executive
of this fitate,, having been elected
the same blatform on which
you wera elected. I can retire to
private life at any time with the
assurance of having dene all in
my power to redeem the solemn
pledges we made to the people.
Of

--
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Jess Davenport and family left
Saturday for Neosho Mo. for an
extended visit at their parental
homes. Mrs. Davenport and children will remain there while Jess
will travel and look for a location
They remembered the
and
Sam Strong went to Trinidad
that they don't want to miss a
Monday 'to consult a specialist
copy of it while there.'
about his rheumatism which has
been troublesome since he had
Alfred Davenport has returned
theFlu last winter.
to Rey and will remain here in
.The I.Q.O.F. had a good time future with his homestead. His
at lodge Wednesday night, altho many friends and espically the
many members had to divide Odd fellows and Rebekahs will be
their time .with the Church event glad of this as he is one of their
on the same night. Second de- most faithful members.
gree and a lunch of ice cream,
The Misses Elizabeth and
cake and coffee followed. They
have a big program of work for Glessrtr Epps spent Sunday with
friends t Mills, returning Monnext Wednesday night.
day to their School duties in Roy
Springer has all five mtrabers
of the School JBoard to elect this 1). A. Fisher and wife, of Mills
year. Those whose terms don't were callers at this office Saturexpire are resigning. Its not a day. They planned to be back
besirable job but one that ought east before this but sickness
to be accepted by any person prevented their going. They will
as an honor if he ia interested start east this week.
and capable of doing the duties
Bro. Albertson, of-- the jjjijg
of the office right The StockDeveloper, is suffering from a
man says
case of Lead Poisioning
serious
The matter of members of the
laid him up for the
which
has
Board of Education should hot be
two
past
weeks.
political, personal or sectional

I

j

a

one. Those with only a personal
ambition should not be permitted to serve on the Board of Education, but men and women selected should be able to hold
broader views than those confín-- !
ed to tne narrow cnanneis oi
personality and sectionalism.

Geo. G. Cockrell, 5 miles

west

of Mills, has his sale billed for
April 2nd. The bills printed here
Khow a fine lot of desirable stock
and machinery. The bill will ap
pear next week in this paper,
Mr. Coekrell has sold his tarm
and will leave for a time.

con-nit-
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Cipriano Lujan's boys were in
from Sabinoso Monday with sev- eral.teams and took the lumber
for a new church they are building down in that community.
John Hornbaker and Johnny
Howett went with them to do
the carpenter work on the new
building. Mr. Lujan is going to
see to it that his' old home keeps
up with the times and hi3 coming
to Roy to live dots not mean
that he will not retain old' home
ties at Sabinoso

Business Change
Paul Haines has sold his harness shop to the Floersheim
Merchantile Company and will
go back east soon as they can
get a man to take charge of, the
harness shop. His health has no
been good since he had the Flu
and he must get to a lower alti-

tude.

.

The following copy' of a letter
Mrs. H. F. Vogelsberg, and litfrom Red Cross Manager, Gex
F. Oxley of Denver written to tle daughter, of Potosi, Wisconthe Clayton Chapter is self ex- sin, a sister of Mrs. R. E.
who came two weeks o
planatory:
for an extended visit here and
"Replying to your letter of the at Springer with their father; is
12th instant:
enjoying her visit immensely.
The Mosquero Branch is affili- Mrs.Alklredgeand Bob's big Car
ated with the Roy Chapter, with are a fine combination for having
headquarters at Roy, and should a gwd time, Their brother, came
operate thru that Chapter. This down from Springer Saturday to
Branch, and territorial jurisdict- spend the week-enwith them
ion was definitely assigned to the
Roy Chapter. The money in the
Rev. E. B. Holme3 and family
of the.l!rajch. is .'part are rejoicing' over" notice 'from
of the money for which the ' Roy Homer that he is back in New
Chapter is held responsible by York with a Casual Company
Divisional headquarters and, if and will soon be mustered ou
turned into Chapter headquarers from an eastern camp.
Many
must be turned in thru the ' Roy friends will welcome him when
Chapter."
he gets home which will be
Very Sincerely,
very soon.
Mountain Division, A. R. C.
All-dredg- e,

d
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Airs. P. A. Carpenter, of Solano, mother of Mrs. M. Wool-waraged 73 years, has knitted 25 pairs of socks for tiie Sol-

UMBER

10

Society Doin's

Mr. Haines has built up a good
business since starting two years
Mrs.
Brashears treated the ago.
Ladies, who were present to
cake and delicious fruit punch.
Oh yes, come again Mrs. BraVICTORY LmERjY UOAj0
shears

Mr. and Mrs. Will

Brashear3

gave a party last Wednesday
evening at their home for a com
pany of young people.
A fine
time is reported by those fortu- -'
nate enough to be present. The
guests were tne older set of
young people-n- ot
the age known
"Squabs
as
and Flappers" but
old enough to have company
manners.

Sarah Myers called with

r

Birthday Party
On last Saturday evening Mis3
Etna Floersheim entertained a
group of young people, at the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Floersheim, in honor of
her birthday.
After a series of fine musical
pieces on the piano and phono-gra-p
h, different kinds of games
were indulged in, after which
refreshments, of cake and punch
were served.
At a very late hour the guests
departed, all declaring Miss
Floersheim one of the jolliest
entertainers in this country.
i
o

A Birthday Dinner
Sunday being C. F. Wrights
40th Birthday, the neighbors and
relatives got him up a surprise
dinner, and such a dinner was
enough to make one want a birth
day pi ett often.
Those present were Mr. an'd
Mrs. Lewis Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
D. M. Finley, Mr. and Mrs. Ora
Smith and son James, Mr. and
Mrs. Wright. Miss Nellie Todd,
the Misses Alice and Leona
Wright. On account of sickness
several were unable to come.
, (One who was there)
1

Another Birthday Dinner

Last Saturday being- Ernest
Wade's birthday, His brother,
Rual, gave a surprise dinner
A few friends
in his honor.
were invited to partake of .this
little aflair. A very nice ..riirner
was served to all, which along
with a little exercise, helped to
make things really interesting-Afte- r
which the guests depart
The Anderson Brothers pulled ed for their respective homes,
in their saw mill outfit last week having enjoyed themselves
from the canyons ver near He'd
River. Pau. brought home four
big wagon loads cf lumber be.
J. W. Eeck, Mgr. of the Roy
hind his steam tractor along Garage, went to Las Vegas Tueswith the mill outfit and will build day on a business trip for the
a house on his claim, we are Stubblefield Co.
told. No, we don't know who is
to be the Mrs. of it.
Clarence Wright was on the
train Tuesday returning from El
--

sblen-diferous-

d,

diers the past season and would
have had many more had her
supply of yarn held out.
Her
work was among the best sent
to this Chapter from anywhere.
Mrs.
Carpenter makes her
home with her daughter at Solano but is now visiting other
chilbren in Texas.
Miss

'

Conv'n Program
The Eastern Alora County
Sunday School Association will hold its convention with
the M. E. Church in Mills Sun- 'day March 30th. The following
program will be presented--- -

5th-Sunda- y.

the price of a years subscription,
Saturday. A year back in the
eiiete Last has made her appreciate the many advantages of living ont in the great big free
'
west.
10:30

.

Song Service followed
Service led by
Martin Rhyne will continue
the President. r
reacting the
He called to say 11:00 Convention
Sermon, by
so and pay the'eoin for it SaturRev. J. M. Wilson.
day.
Acdress "How to get' the
people interested in S.
'
y." Rev. G.B. Hall.
VICTORY LIBERTY LCA r
Appointing Committees.

ly.

Paso where he was called as a
witness in Court. He rode the
trains four days to tell .all .he
knew in four minutes.
The Business Car with SupL
Beeth, Gen'J Supt,. Morris and
several other officials of the E. P.
& S. W. went up to Dawson and
back this week.

.

S--

-
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Mickie Floersheim, uife and
son spent Sunday at the parental
S. Floersheim home on ranch at"
Jaritas. His brother, Carl and
wife were there with their , baby
and the grandchildren were' easily the most popular guests of
'.ho occ?.?icn.

.

The Sqringer Stockman inti-o- n
mates that whiskey sells for $8
W.
Robertson left
a quart up there. We don't think Mrs. J.
for a
Wednesday
for
Oklahoma
it sells at all in this law abiding
trip;short
business
town. At least this purveyor of
news knows not of it.
Mrs. Ben Grunin and children
Tuesday for Oklahome to
left
Also the Smallpox epidemic is
her sister.
visit
That Speech of Senator Fall's all over in Springer.
at Santa Fe made only one thing
Walter Ross was up from Soreally clear He is opposed to And they have the old Courtand
he
until
Nations
League
of
Saturday. His son is now in
lano
a
house and grounds for a "Comthe rest of the exploiters suc- munity Building and Public Play Southern California where the
ceed in getting the U. S.'to
- Army Surgeons .are trying to
Mexico and make multi ground" at Springer.' Our ne'ghsave his arm which, was woundlittle
keeping
just
exploiters
is
a
o"
town
thes
bor
millionaires
by a German poisioned bullet
ed
years
es
40
holdings
us
of
ahead
whi have i!!.?otten
in Belguim.
over
the oldest.
there.
,

I 3
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Home Again

'

March;A mi

Floer-sheim-

-

1

and with Firmness in the Right."

Hall and family

S--

:
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Week,
Clothing
were at Mrs. March 24 31. The Red Cross deHayes sale some yassers by sires to secure as many garments
stopped at their home, broke in- as possihle during this week to
fo the house and helped them- send t: their
overselves to some bread and meat, seas for the protection of the
and Rev. Hall's Sunday suit ancUwar sufferers who are destitute.
severai other things, leaving Bring in any used garments you
many valuables untouched in the can spare and pui. them where
house but getting the keys to they will do the most good, at
the granary and taking Kenniths the Red Cross Work Room.
s
Boxes will be placed at
new saddle and other things
and the Roy Trading Co,
te over $50 in all that
Stores. where you can leave your
they have missed. It wás an
Or bring
job and it is hoped that donations anytime.
the thieves will be caught. They them to the lied Cross Room, on
left a burro and some other Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Mrs. Wm. Brashears is chair- things and drove east as indicatjnan of the Committee and Mrs.
ed by their wagon tracks.
J. Floersheim, Mrs. F. A. Roy
Miss Nira Nutter came home and Mrs. G. Kitchell are memFriday for a ten days visit with bers.
her parents. Schools are closed
Thé ladies present at and Red
in Daw?on on account of the Flu
Cross Work Rooms Tuesday
epidemic which is very general
were Mrs. Christman, Mrs. Kitbut not so fatal as last fall.
chell,' .Mrs. Roy, Mrs. Crowe,
rMrs. Brashears, Mrs. Willcox,
and the Misses Criner.

Last Monday while Eev. G. B.

n.

,

All,

New Mexico, , Saturday,

County,

l

l

pr

-
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NOON
Mrs. Geoige Lucas telegraphed 1:30
for her mother Mrs. T. M. Ogden
to come to Dawson Saturday as
she is ill with Flu and needs a
mothers care. Mrs. Ogden came

in with the car that took the
message out and went to Dawson
on the train , Saturday.
ThDse
children are more trouble than
when they were little.
',

;
:

EASKET DINNER

Al S. Hartson came down from

Springer Sunday to spend the
Song Service,
Reports of Committees, day With' his family and friends
the election of officers.' at the parental J. .Floersheim
home.
Reacing,
by Miss Leone Porter,
Leo Wagner is able to be out
Round Tahle, led by
again from his last sbell of Flu
Rev.O. W. Hearn,
but you don't need anyone to tell
Special music by
you
he has been sick.
Schools;
several

.
Everbody come! Bring some one
George Lewis' father is here with you! This is YOUR CONfrom Colorado visiting him out VENTION! Make it a success.
at the Red Kiver Ranch where
E. D. BATMESS, President
their cattle are thriving in the
A;
D.
Fisher, Secretary.
shelter of the canyons.
I

'

The St. Patricks night dance
is declared by all who were present to have been the very nicest
dance of the season. A large and
happy crowd was present and
enjoyed the event immensely. '' ft

THE

JO EPH C
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Copyright

by D. Applaton

"No, we do not The name upon the
stub cf the transfer book has been
scratched out"
Captain Ellsha looked the speaker in
the face, then slowly turned his look
'
upon the other two faces.
"Scratched out?" he repeated. "Who
scratched it out?"
Graves shrugged his shoulders.
"Yes, yes," said the captain. "You
don't know, but we're all entitled to
uumpnr
guess, hey?
"If this person is living," began Syl
'
vester, "it follows that"
know
don't
minute!
a
on
I
"Hold
much about corporations, of course.
That's more in your line than 'tis in
mine. But I want to ask one question.
Yon say this, what d'ye call it this
Akrae thingamajlg was sold out hull.
canvas and rlggln', to a crowd in Bra
zil? It's gone out of business, then-- it's
dead?"
A

'

9

i

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"Yes,

Co.

bur-a- lt!

Intended or hoped to make restitution
before he died."
"Yes. Knowln Blje, I can see that
He was weak, that was his main trouble. He didn't mean to be crooked, but
bis knees wa'n't strong enough to keep
him straight when it come to a hard
push. But he made his note payable to
a company that was already sold out
so it ain't good. for nothln'. Now,

why"
Graves struck the table with his open
hand.
"He doesn't understand at alii" he
exclaimed impatiently. "Captain Warren, listen I That note is made payable
to the Akrae company. Against that
company

some

unknown

stockholder

s
of
has an apparent claim for
s
all dividends ever paid and
of the $750,000 received for the sale.
With accrued interest that claim
amounts to over $500,000."
"Yes, but"
"That note binds Rodgers Warren's
estate to pay that claim his own personal estate! And that estate Is not
worth over $480,000! If this stockhold
er should appear and press his claim
your brother's children would be not
only penniless, but $30,000 in debt!
There; I think that is plain enough!"
He leaned back, grimly satisfied with
the effect of his statement. Captain
Ellsha stared straight before blm nn
two-fifth-

two-fifth-

fit CHILD'S

LGi;i
WESTERN

MINING AND OIL

TOlilil

CROSS, FEVEFiiHI

NEWS
WMlin Newipaper Union Nw Strvlce.
Arizona.
Gas has been struck in an oil well
being put down twenty miles souui-we.of Holbrook. This information
came In a telegram to Representative
W. J. Richards of Navajo county, who
Is at present In Phoenix, upon whose
property the Iiepi Uii company i
drilling.
Work has again sturtcd in the Helen
Dome mine, located lu the l'ass ano
machinery Is arriving daily In Bowie
it nd being hauled out to the property.
A crew of men are at work getting
tbines shaped up to mine on a larger
cale than previously attempted. The
property
Helen Dome .18 a
and also curries 2 per cent copper.

Siiiítf

IF

HURRY,

MOTHERl

PON

REMOVE

80N8 FROM LITTLE 8TOMACH,
LIVER, B0WEL8.

GIVE CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIGS
AT, ONCE IF BILIOUS wit
CON8TIPATED.

Ain't it customary when a
is made to turn over all
this
sale
like
leaned
for
"Hey?" Captain Ellsha
CHAPTER XIV Continued.
he com the stock, certificates and all? Someward. "Say that again
13
times you get stock in the new comAnd there were manded sharply.
lea. Precisely.
pany in exchange. I know that But
repeated
statement
Sylvester
his
many Just as valueless. But we have
to complete the trade wouldn't this y
$20,paying
by
got
concession
"He
the
out
of
those
Those who have been watching the
getting
gradually
been
hundred shares be turned In or
he
Brazil,"
government
000
of
to
the
appraising
the
progress
olSthe Nacozarl Consolidated
the way and listing and
questlonln' done if
some sharp
I
Copper Compitny, whose property Ilea
r
remainder. It was a tangle. Tour continued. "To raise the $20,000 be HwaVtr
IT
mines at xLook at the tongue, mother!
adjacent to the I'helps-Dodg- e
brother's business methods, especially formed ft stock company of 250 shares
Sylvester.
query
to
litthe
your
addressed
He
sign
sure
that
a
these
of
hundred
One
is
coated,$100
at
each.
to
unsysit
learn
Interested
be
Nacozarl. will
of late years, were deddedly
latter seemed more troubled than
tle one's stomach, liver and bowels
that the compnny's main development
It may have shares were In his own name. Fifty The
tematic and slipshod.
before
been the condition of his health which were in the name of one Thomas
tunnel is reported to have entered a needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at
prevented bis attending to them as he Craven,' a clerk at that time In his "That" he said, with some hesita
large brecclated zone,, showing heavy once.
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
ana copper
should. Or," he hesitated slightly, "It office. Craven was only a dummy, tion, "Is one of the delicate points in
sulphides of silver-leadoesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act natumay have been that he was secretly In however. Do you understand what I this talk of ours, Captain Warren. A
pyrites.
certificate for the missing hundred
rally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
great trouble and mental distress. At mean by a dummy?"
The Yuma district Is In one of the breath bad; has etomach-ache- ,
sore
"I can guess. Sort of a wooden Im shares was turned in. It was dated
all events, the task has been a hard
greatest mining booms whjch has ever
diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
one (or us. But, largely owing to age that moved when Blje pulled the at the time of the original issue, made
throat
taken place within the bounds of the teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Graves and his patient work, our re- strings. Yes, yes, I understand well out in the name of one Edward Brad
state of Arizona. With the passing of Figs," and in a few hours all the fouL
by
on
back
transferred
the
and
ley
go
ahead!"
port was practically ready a month enough. Go ahead;
every day, some persons bring to light constipated waste, undigested" food
was
your
Is,
brother
that
to
it
ago."
"That's it The fifty shares were in him
the fact that properties in the luma and sour bile gently moves out of the
transferred."
so
presumably
trans
were
paused.
who
they
had Craven's name, but
Captain Ellsha,
He
ure to be developed. Arrange- little bowels without griping, and you
You
presumably?
district
"Presumably
been listening attentively, nodded.
ferred in blank and in Mr. Warren's
been made on many claims
have
ments
have a well, playful child again.
"Tea," he said; "you told me 'twas. safe. Together with his own hundred mean"
to ship ore;he miners, and the peowell,
certificate
this
is
mean
that
"I
You needn't coax sick children td
voting
gave
up
him control and a
tot they
What does the whole thing tot
queer.
ple behind the prospectors and the
To begin
this harmless "fruit laxative;"
take
majority. That much we know by let us say, rather
What's the final figger, Mr. Gravear
miners, are girding their loins for a they love its delicious taste, and it
with, no one knows who this Bradley
"Never mind them now. Graves,'' in the records." .
rent battle to wrest valuable min always makes them feel splendid.
is. or was, and the well, I hate to say
terrupted Kuhn. "The amount, rough,
"I see. But this rubber con-c-on
handwritthe
Warren,
but
from bosom of Mother Earth.
erals
Captain
Ask your druggist for a bottle of
ly speaking, la close to over our orig- traption wa'n't really wuth anything, it
ing on that Bradley signature resem
Now it's all plalnl"
"At
last!
officially
Syrup of Tigs," which has
Hayden
Congressman
Carl
"California
inal estimate, half a million."
was ltr
bles very closely that of your brother.
for babies, children of all
an
directions
of
The captain drew a breath of relief.
performance
the
that
advises
fading
his
color
from
seelngly,
the
"Worth anything! Captain Warren,
At length the captain raised his head.
plainly on the
"Well," he exclaimed, ."that's all right I give you my word that It was worth
put both elbows on nual title work on mining claims as ages and for grown-up- s
"Well." he said slowly, "we ain't cheeks; then he
sold
counterfeits
of
Beware
then, ain't It? That's no poorhouse more than all the rest of the invest
bottle.
covered his face with his provided for In the revised statutes
children. We might as well call uungs the table and
pension."
be sure you get the genuine,
To
here.
ments that your brother made during by their right names. Blje forged that hands.
restored
been
of the United States, has
by the "Cali
Sylvester answered. "Tes," he said, his lifetime."
"You, see, captain," said Sylvester In oneratlon. and for the year 1919 ask to see that it is made
certificate."
Company.
Keruse
Syrup
Fig
fornia
"that's all right as far as It goes."
gently, "how very serious the situation there will be no exemption rights af"No 1" The exclamation was almost
"I'm afraid there is no doubt of it'
kind with contempt Adv.
any
other
"Humph! Well, I cal'late I could a shout
put
bluntly,
what
but
has
it
is.
Graves
observed
forded owners, ns has been
"Dear, dear, dear! Why, they put
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Captain Ellsha was regarding the prisons."
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Very much so. He is either under
is the row? If the estate Is wuth ha'f
completely.'
done it more
of the legal requirements In perform his automobile or under a cloud."
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a million what's the matter with it?"
head.
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me this fust
ing the customary work.
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rubber Bradley certificate is aforgery a rraua
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ing to discuss, captain. A month ago, What was the name of this
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irom Deginnuig lu euu, meu mo
as I said, we considered our report concern of Blje's?"
porphyry contnet discovered In Sinkof relief, almost of triumph.
AND SWELLING AWAY
"The Akrae Rubber company."
sumption is that there was never any look
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"At ing the Verde Combination shaft from
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some
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person
see
such
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happened on the trail of something
Now it's all plain!"
levels is now Dont suffer! Go about your dutie- sthe 1,100 to 1,300-foo- t
-paid $10,000 for 100 Akrae shares when last!
which upon Investigation upset all our what about it? Tell me the rest"
You under way at Jerome. The drift southAll?" repeated Sylvester.
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tate, to prove so distressing and pain- the third year the property was re person or persons somewhere hold 100 puzzlln' me and troublln' my head from the end of the station and that
Don't stay crippled! Hub this sooth.
ful to us, Bodgers Warren's friends leased by Mr. Warren to persons in shares of Akrae Rubber company since the very beglnnln'. All of ltl to the northwest the same distance.
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Same Occupation.
suppose the hospital doctor and
the Red Cross nurse who are engaged
were drawn together by similar

"I

tastes."

r
"When they met she was knitting
"How so

sweaters and he was knitting bones."

FRECKLES
i

Mew

I Ike Tim to Cat

Kid

This

Ugly Spoti

There's no looser the illghteet need of feellas
abased et ?rar freckles,
Otblne doubt
strength Is guaranteed to remoTS these homely
pots.
Simply
ret ta onnce of Othlna double
strength tram jonr druggist, and spply
little
f It Bight and atoning and you abould soon see
that area tha worst freckles hare begun to disappear, while the lighter ones hare ranlahed entirely. It Is seldom that mora than on ounce
Is Beaded to completely elesr tb akin and gala
beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ssk for the double strength Otblne,
as thla Is sold under guarantee of money back
V tt falls to remore freckles. AUt.

ARRESTED

FULL

INVESTIGATION

WILL

PROVED FICKLE

Convivial Gentleman In Hard Luck
When It Came Time to Remove
His Footwear.
A wealthy citizen of a thriving
City bad been out until the small hours
with convivial companions. It was not

exactly a "dry locality" that he had
visited, and he arrived home slightly
exhilarated. He' managed, by describing several erratic, rather than geometric, lines, to get to his bedroom
and into a chair. Then he called to
his wife in a stage whisper:
"I enn't get my boots off."
"What's the matter with your
boots?"
"Nozaln'," In a faint whisper.
"What's the matter with your
hands, then?" "she
"Nozzln."
"Why don't you poll your boots off,
then?"
"Maria, I've forgot thewcombina-tion.- "
cross-examine-

HIT
lib

small bottle of "Danderine"
makes hair thick, glossy
and wavy.

P

Bi-- h

Removes all dandruff, stops itch.
' ing
scalp and falling

;
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PLACED.

,

Colds
Grippe
Influenzal
Colds
Stiff Neck"
Joint Pains

A

Headache
Toothache
Earache
Rheumatism
Lumbago

MADE AND BLAME
I

10

For Pain

BE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Peking, March 17. While early reports from Tien Tsln suggested that
American marines were to blame for
the recent disorders there, later reports would seem to show that the
Japanese were also at fault. It Is
claimed that Japanese military guards
entered the French concession and
there seized two Americans, and when
American officials inquired of the
Japanese police authorities If any
Americans were being detained, they
were given a negative answer, according to a report.
Later American officials found two
STOP SLAUGHTER OF BIRDS Americans in
a police station, one of
them lying almost naked In the yard,
Uiw
on
Wage
War
Constant
Wardens
culling for water. The Japanese were
principled Slayers of Feathered
Induced to send the injured man to
, Friends of the iFarmer.
a hospital and an American consul refused to leave the station until the
The guardian of the birds on pro- otheY man, a corporal, had been retected lands Is an Important part of leased.
the work of the federal and Audubon
This demand was finally granted.
authorities. Although state and naby
tional laws have been passed making The American consul was stoned
Japanese as he drove away from the
their
for
wrong
birds
to
the
kill
it
plumage, plume hunters are constantly station, it Is said.
When the American marines enraiding the nests of the waterfowl and
killing them for the sake of the prices tered tha Japanese consulate, they are
the wings will bring. Thus a constant reported to have attacked a visitor.
watch is necessary. Patrol boats are One evening American marines who
constantly hovering along the shores were entering a moving picture theof the reservations, and more than one ater in the French concession were atpitched battle has been fought to save tacked by a crowd of Jnpanese armed
the egret or gulls from slaughter. In with sticks. They managed to enter
Florida, one of the best game wardens the theater, the proprietor of which
of the Aubudon society was killed by telephoned for the French police, who
dispersed the Jnpanese. The- situabird butchers.
If those $vho call the robin the thief tion of Tien Tsln Is said to be tense.
of their fruit, and hate him for his The matter has been referred to the
early morning raids on their berries, French legation here.
would realize that the little fruit
Washington.
Col. Theodore
spoiled Is a light dessert for the huge
P.
quantity of Insects killed before the Kane, commanding the American legafruit was touched, then their feelings tion marine guard at Peking, reported
would be more kindly. Cutworms and thnt marines were not involved In the
craneflles, which do great harm to grain disturbance at Tion Tsln, which the
crops, are favorite foods for robins, American minister is investigating.
etc., are He said the trouble was between solwhile
eaten in great numbers. Exchange.
diers u nd Japanese, which accords
with the assumption in official quarters here that members of the FifWild Horses a Problem.
France has courteously but firmly teenth regular infantry, stationed at
refused to consider the stringy meat Tien Tsln, were confused with maof the bony Montana wild range horse. rines in the early accounts of the
Washington dispatches declare that affair.
United States Senator T. J. Walsh of
Montana, who took the matter up with
May Declare War Ended.
the French high commission, was told
Paris. The American peace delethat France was not in the market gates are considering bridging over
for Montana horse meat on any terms. the period between the signature of
Sale of the range horse for food the peace treaty and the ratification
has long been agitated, as he devours of the treaty by the United States Senthe range. He is worthless as a horse ate by a modus vlvendi declaring hosand to round him up, slay and bury tilities ended as of date of the signahim would cost too much money. He
ture, so not to delay the termination
Is too numerous to kill and let He,
certain war legislation and to enof
since he might start a plague. Vaable the resumption Immediately of
been
him
can
have
to
projects
rious
trade, while affording the
gently scorned by American meat normal
necessary time for conthe
Senate
packers, and the solution of the probsideration.
lem, it would seem, is not yet.
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water.

Take one of two "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" with
If necessary, repeat dose three times a day, after meals.
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hair.

Not in the fact that she

from such mothers as Mrs. Gustar
Koch. Long life to her! Peruna la
Indicated for coughs, colds, catarrh
of the head, nose and throat, or disorder of the stomach, bowels oa
other organs due to catarrhal inflammation of the mucous linings.
If you are sick and suffering,
write the Peruna Company, Dept.
Columbus, Ohio, for Br. Hart-maHealth Book. It Is free and
you may find that Peruna Is what
you need. Dr. Hartman's World Fa- -'
mous Peruna Tonic comes In either
liquid or tablet form. Ask your
dealef. If you are seeking health,
do not accept "something Just as
good." Insist upon Peruna. Tour
dealer will give you a Peruna Almanac
0,
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SIMPLE HOME REMEDY

raised a family or eiam Is her atory
remarkable. Thousands of families
are larger. The history of the Koch
family Is unique In that the mother,
with all ber loving care, pinned her
faith to a simple home remedy and
never had a doctor for her children.
Here Is what she says: "Peruna has
done my children good. I have a
family of eight and never had a
doctor, only your medicine. We all
think Peruna a splendid tonic."
80 far as we have learned, Peruna Is the only known remedy for
which such a wonderful claim can
be made. Like Mrs. Koch, there
are thousands upon thousands of
mothers who place their entire dependence upon Peruna.
That Peruna has merited this
confidence Is attested by the words

BEAUTIFU L
A

Out of Pain to Comfort!
Proved Safe by Millions !

LOIS Of

GIRLS!

leaf-beetle-

vine-worm- s,

Some Dont Know It
Here's a registration yarn which,
though late, still has Its laugh :
Louis Yvyno was born In snnny
Italy. When he registered he was required to fill out an Information slip
giving name and other personal facts.
He Had Had His Medicine.
He was a bright boy and made no
Ma There's a good Utt'.e boy. Take
mistakes until he came to the Une
marked "born," followed by a blank your medicine like father does.
Jlmmle Aw shucks When fathet
space. In this Louis wrote down very
takes his he always says that word you
neatly the one word, "Tes."
licked me once for sayln'.
You rather like the man who apSome people mistake notoriety for
pears to be Interested in your ailment,
even if he doesn't care a whoop.
fame. ,
1

Ask for and Insist Upon

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"

III'

Entirely!

'American owned

0 cent Bayer packages also larger Bayer packages
Buy Baye packages only Get original package.
Aspirin Is the trsde mirk ut Bayef Manuiscturs ot Monosceticscidester of SaHcyMcacM
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In a Scranton lecture:
"To a
detective every
Incident is pregnant with significance
yes, every incident is as full of meaning as well, I am reminded of a story.
"A young man sat in a parlor alone.
To him a beautiful girl entered. Thereupon the young man rose, took six
cigars from his upper waistcoat pocket,
luid them carefully on the piano, and
then advanced toward the girl passionately, his arms outstretched.
"But the girl drew back.
" "You have loved before,' 6he said."

I
..

.mt.

:Ü

inim

m

lii ii

SLIQKIIIG TOBACCO
FACTS FiO!.l THE

well-traine- d

F

L

Experienced Lover.
William J. Burns, the detective, said

im

To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff Is merely
a matter of using a little Danderine.
It is easy and Inexpensive to have
Dice, soft hair and lota of it Just get a
small bottle of Enowlton's Danderine
now It costs bat a few cents all drug
stores recommend It apply a little as
directed and within ten minutes there
will be an appearance of abundance,
freshness, fluffiness and an Incomparable gloss and lustre, and try as you
will you cannot find a trace of dandruff
or falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
when you will see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your scalp
Danderine Is, we believe, the only
sure hair grower, destroyer of dandruff and cure for Itchy scalp, and it
never fails to stop falling hair at once.
If you want to prove how pretty and
soft your balr really Is, moisten a cloth
with a little Danderine and carefully
draw It through your hair taking one
small strand at a time. Tour balr will
be soft, glossy and beautiful in Just
a few moments a delightful surprise
awaits everyone who tries this. Adv.

Lives 200 Years!
For more than 200 years. Haarlem Oil,
the famous national remedy of Holland,
has been recognized as an infallible relief
from all forms of kidney and bladder disorders. Its very age is proof that it must
have unusual merit.
If you are troubled with pains or ache
in the back, feel tired in the morning,
headaches, indigestion, insomnia, painful
or too frequent passane of urine, irritation
or stone in the bladder, you will almost
certainly find relief in GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. This is the good
old remedy that has stood the test for
hundreds of years, prepared in the proper
take,
Quantity ana convenient form to
direct from Holland laboratories, and you can get it at any
drug store. It is a standard,
home remedy and needs no introduction.
Each capsule contains one dose of five
drops and is pleasant and easy to take.
They will quickly relieve those stiffened
joints, that backache, rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, gall stones, gravel, "brick
dust." etc. Your money promptly refunded if they do not relieve you. But be sure
to get the genuine GOLD MEDAL brand.
Ia boxes, three sizes. Adv.
old-tim- e

Where the Drinking Is Done.
"This is a dry state."
"Wives don't have to smell their
husband's breath when they come

Usually a big man Is too busy running his own business to bother about
other people's.

home."

"Not when they come home. We
now have to smell their breaths immediately after they've been down In
the cellar to look at (he furnace fire."

-

EflCYCLOPilEOlA

The Uss of Fhvcrinss Dstcr-minDifference In Brands

es

The Encyclopedia Britannica says
about the manufacture of smoking ton
bacco: "...on the Continent and in
America, certain 'sauces' are employed)
. . .the use of the 'sauces' is to improve!
the flavour and burning qualities of the
leaves." Which indicates that a smoker's
enjoyment depends as much upon the
flavoring used as upon the tobacco.
Your nose is a sure guide in the matter of flavorings. Try this simple test
with several tobacco brands: pour some
tobacco into your palm, rub briskly,
and smell. You will notice a distinct
difference in the fragrance of every
brand. The tobacco that smells best to
you will smoke best in your pipe, you
can rest assured.
Carefully aged, old Burlev tobacco,
plus a dash of pure chocolate, gives
TUXEDO Tobacco a pure fragrance
your nose can quickly distinguish from
any other tobáceo. . Try it and see.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

Shameful.
Two very pretty girls met on the

street and kissed each other raptur
onsly. Two young men watched the
meeting.
"There's another of those
things that are so unfair," said one.
"What Is that?" asked his friend.
He pointed to the scene: "Women
doing men's work." Ladies' Home

Journal.
Kofp your llrer actlTa, jam bowels rlrMi
taking Dr. Plcret's PlMint Pellts sod jon'i)
keep sesllhjr, wealthy and
Adf.

'

Easily Discerned.
"I see in your hand dark obstacles
'
to your happiness."
They
"Oh,
know.
loads ol
are
I
the
Detroit Free Press.
Nothing worries a chronic kicker coal I am not going to get this winter.
like the refusal of things to go wrong.
Natural Procedure.
More married couples would be Imp-p"What do you think of that new
gas schemer?" "Oh, everybody is mak-laOpportunity knocks on your door;
if the husband was deaf and th
light of It."
and Opportunity's nickname is Luck. wife blind.
When the cat's away the neighbors
get insomnia.

y

g

May Refuse to, Sign.
London. The test question for the
German delegates at the peace con
ferenre will be the west hank of tin
Tin
Rhine, says a Berlin dispatch.
delegates will be authorized to break
negotiations If this matter Is forced
upon them.

Anarchists Repulsed.
Bolshevist forces modi
a determined attempt to cut communl
cations between the American and al
lied columns on the Dvlua and Vagi
rivers, but their attack was repulsei
with heavy losses. The enemy lost fif
dead and four prisoners. Tin
allied casualties were one soldlei
wounded. On the anniversary, of tin
Russian revolution, March. 12, the eel
cbrat Ions by the city and the council
of professional unions was made tin
occasion for numerous
addresses, whereupon the provisions
government arrested a number of tin
speakers.
Archangel.

The Same Delicious
Satisfying Drinli
Used for years instead of coffee by
families who value health.

The Original

Postum Cereal
Boiled just like coffee
15 minutes after boiling Begins

Rich in' aroma.

Pleasing in flavor.

No table drink has
ever taken the place of Postum.
Economical.

" There's a Reason
Get it at grocers. Two eizes ! 5c & 25c,

Air Route Across Canada.
(
Vancouver, B. 0. It Is announced
with the Aerial
that, iu
League of Canada, it is promoting an
airplane flight across the Rocky Mountains to demonstrate the practicability of a mall route. Trophies and
purses will be awarded fliers. Only
Canadian and British airmen using
Canadian or British machines will be
nllowed to enter.
Ace Killed In Fall.
Sea Breeze, Fia. MaJ. David McK.
Petersen, one of Anierica's officially
recognized "aces," was killed in the
fall of his airplane at Daytona Beach.
Major Petersen's home address is
Homesdale, Pa. The airplane piloted
by Major Petersen and In which Lieut.
F. X. Paversick was a passenger,
dropped nose forward after reaching a
height of, about seventy-fiv- e
feet
Major Petersen was killed Instantly

and Lieutenant Paversick was injured
seriously.

19.

More and more, thoughtful women are decreasing the cost of living by increasing the
variety of their home baking. They have
learned to bake the Dr. Price way with fewer
eggs. They have found that more baked
foods mean less meat. They have further

discovered that their baking keeps fresh
longer when made with

Br. PKIOE
CREAM

BAKING' POWBED
v

In many recipes, only half as many eggs are required, in
some none at all, if an additional quantity of Dr. Price's
Cream Baking Powder is used, about a teaspoonful in
place of each egg omitted ,

Try it with your favorite recipes

...

Contains No Alum Loaves rib Bitter Tasto

THE
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Roy

IliVJN OGDEN, SR.

Jewelry Store.

EDITOR AND l'UBUSHEK

WANTED
$1.50

Subscriptica

community
Ytr
matter at the state-wid- e

Per

Entered aa second-clas- s
postofiice in Roy, New Mexico.

Plumlee Hospital
New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses,
Correctlv Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

ROY,

Solicitors in your

for subscriptions to
Democratic Pape- r-

Vernon Marble &
Granite Works

Write,
Liberal Commissions.
naming local reference, to Daily
Vernon, Texas,
Publishing Company
Now that the war is over, a Democratic
& Tombstones
Monuments
Albuquerque, N. M.
few dollars will induce Villa to
TOWER BROS. Agents,
pull some more stunts in old
ROY,
New Mex.
Mexico and the Typewriter crew
CANE HAY for sale; Nice,
in El Paso will furnish the Press bright bundle cane, io.OU per
and
5 pasFOR
with lurid stories calculated to ton at my farm 10 mi. E. 5 N.
D,
senger
touring Car, model 79,
J.
stir up war on the. benighted of Roy, also good
very easonble price. Inquire of
people who oppose the exploitat- vVagon. Cheap.
ion of their country by foreignE. F. CAMERON, Roy N. M. Mr. Beck, manager of the Roy
Garage or Frank L. Pratt.
ers.
Greed and coveteousness drive
FOR SALE: Cheap, Staude
some men to a limit which needs Tractor Attachment for Ford
MONEY TO LOAN ON
men with ideals above money Car. Se- eFARMS AND RANCHES
and power to overcome.
I am still in the buisness bigRoy N. M.
G. Kitchell
ger than ever, and am in a position to pny you on your loan as
Henry Ford's new paper, the Dearborn Independent, is running true tc
quick ns.p.ny other Co. thát is doits name, and is telling soms truths
ing buisness in Mora County.
that we would not get if we depended
Our
on the Associated Press for them. It
terms are madi to please
has been all too evident for a long
you hot ourselves.
I will offer at public auction, at
time that "Big Business" and its' as
J. E. vVlLDMAN, Loan Agency
'sociated politics dominated this great farm2i miles South of Solano, 10
news trust and this exposure will rob
it of its fangs. When the reading miles West of Mosquero 14
public learn that there is selfish inter- of Roy N, M. on
,
est at the source of their news supply
they recoil from it just as they do
from their water supply when they
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
know i,t is polluted at the source.
I will offer at Public Auction
The following from an article by A. M. sharp, the following propatmy'farm 6 mile east of Mills,

Physician in Charge.

Public Sale

entitled, "Service Greater .than Geld" is a truth all intelligent
American citizens snouid grasp.
W. V. Kidder

-

i

.

erty to

A. few years ago, when financial
manipulation was reaching dangerous
proportions, the well remembered
"muck-raking- "
through a then more
or le3s independent press, brought the
little group of men which controls the
bulk of the nation's wealth without
having fairly earned it, to feel the
power of this thought-buildin- g
machine. Since they were out to retain
iUl they had and acquire the rest, they
opened an underground camiaifn thn
their agencies which permeate our economic and political

latmc

9 HORSES

Sdoz-Brow-

OfWnví

"

X COSTS US VOK

buggy hasness;.
8 Collars.

vie mn'í

'EW MNPM, EMEU

SiVl ""THINKS

va cío ttovm'

NHV

To The

i

ZOxtf

afe

)

Home-Cure-

urces of... the lana, ai.u tie.)
.
,ir,n:
vwm
"T-

.,,,
.11

momths
USUAL TERMS i
percent
12
interest,
without
time
due,
paid
date-iwhen
not
from
jlO.
$.1')
10 off for cash over
F. Q. WHITE, Auctioneer,

CU

B."C,

I-

-

i-

ovnucu

J. J. Taylor

7:30 p m

at Mills

.

a m and 7:30 p m

Pastor

J. M. WILSON,.
SKRVICES

Christian

ON SOLANO

CIRCUIT

1st and 3d Sundays
at Mosiero,

.00

P.

11

A, M.

M

4th Sundays at Liberty, 11 A.M.
Solano, 3, P. M.
E. L. PRATT , TastorJ1

LODGE DIRECTORY

(1NCOKFÜKATEÜ)

Free

My fiirm
mile east of

'

Melville Flqersheim,

of

32Q

Rebekah Degree

Both Senses.

Vlxn wé see u inmvon the opposite
r
side of the street wlio owes us a
we wish he'd come across. Iioston
Trnnscrlpt.

Gilstrap Bro's, 'Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
wltU

LONG-DISTANC-

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O.' O. F. Hall
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. C
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.

lol-ln-

Roy Telephone Co.
Onsets

N. G.

Wm. G. Johnson, Sec'y.

llOpilttOI

In

wel-

come..

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

;

'
Evening
Visiting Brothers always

and LIVERY
New Mex.
ROY,
C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

f.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

oyGarage

Owre.r.

FARM FOR SALE

W.V.C..

-

'.1 wi

11

2nd &

Jordan.

hrt'

.her.

at Roy

11am and

2nd and 4th Sunday

.

L- -

Happiness Follows Good Work.
Give yvur llrst
Do gflod work..
yowr
effort to the
best
thought
and
Clerk.
lmprawment of yfmr work. IIuppl- heass,. success arm picmy musí lonow.

i

--

1

3rd Sunday
Church'

f

acres, one
N.
M.
One of
Ry.
the best improved farms foiwd
it is true,
working
FARM FOR SALE: Fine 160 any where,, all fenced and cross
Start Mexico
their
manage
and
neonle how to eicc.
1 mñ west and h south of
n
cu iriHiii
fenced. 130 acres under ctilivat-ion- ,
own ínüusir.
offef
wwe And oi,
TTirct reasonable
30 acres in whert. tíood
'
takes it.
,
for lots of stock andféed.
barn
neace r.no niospeuiy
O. Johnson, Dawson N. M.
A.
0 room house, collar and
Good
Vr(1üer.ry
fine well, wind mill, two
cistern,
"
FOR SALE Ford' Tractor. large stock tanks, granary, for
Will do the work of
.
r Price .7$175.jusc
ui
;niiuuwuu. iiy uvaim la nut
VASA
u..,l
i horses
,pnmirh to Pflrrv nn ft;. wopU.
i .L J
-i- Vr
work
LOAN I first class shape for spring
C. E. Anderson, Roy, NM
Roy, N. M.
nt.rilir.itn.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

J. W. BECK, Manager.

Terms

rom.

Yet tVr.k

Methodist Episcopal Church

at Bradley,.

set

Kitchen Rang?.. Cabinet,. Pa k
Sattey
Bedstead & Sfedng,
Cream Separata 10. bu. Apples,
Meat and Land;&c..
d

dm c o;mcnt oi its pco
Mexican peon has been

that

i

i. o. o.

H. H. Goods

U

as been his degradation.
cou'd
vrfsat

at 7 o'clock.
cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
A

Regular Polarine,
all weights, 80c a Gallon.

stock Saddle,

E. G PARKES

s,

Miss lilman Owner, Sec'yi

Eight Regular Pints
:

.

Meets at the Christian Church,
Hoy, N. M every Sunday even-in- ;

One Regular Ü. S.
Gallon of Gas

Har-

BNW

!

Felix Vachon,

Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President

Consisting of

i5i

p.m.

Y. P. S. C. E,

"f

THE UNIVERSAL CAÍJ

;

I

7 30

Haurow;.

14-too- th

leather
Cultivator;
ness; set chain. Punías;.

V

develop Mexico
You can never

money-maker-

1

at

Service

Rev. Fr.

.

.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.

Harness

MICKIE SAYS

fr.N

lnth-eilmod-

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays ' at the Catholic.-ChurchRoy, N. M.

e

row;

vrnT 'en

"

It Ee.
of llorsosene of
his latest exposi;
tion: "I, too, believe In hilnmn
but a Komi many of the brother must be policemen, and do- their
dutjv without feur or favor." Eocl:y
MiMntain News. '

J--

deal about

all.

n

Farm Machinery

eCK.
'

MEX1E0

For 30c per Gallon.

Stack
USUAL TERMS: 8 months loOOlbs
time without interest, 12 percent millet Straw, eairGorP
LegiiOrn Ciiakera-r- .
from date if nat paid when dne,
10 off for cash over $10. 00.
Auctioneer D&nble-isCol. F. O. White
c
Moline Elw lister,
'
L.
Schultz
Clerk
F.
V- - It. VV heat .Dri ii.2:.riding
Culttvators. snoveia and sweeps;
G.
Com .Planter- - E&O. Disc;
and. knives 6ft acme Mo
2
sledi?
Owner.
10
wer;
ft Mc. Raka,. aim. farm
Free Lunch at Noon.
Wagon; Buggy;. (JOrtoath har-

-

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 AM. each Sunday,
P. L. GUNN, Superintedént".

Priest in charge,

v

IIog-Milletse-

E. Rinéhart,

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

Íé

Miscellaneous

12-dis-

First Sunday in each month.
Senicef Ú, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Kev. W. A. Dawn, .Pastor:

Attorney at Law

8"IIP853'i'

'

Baptist

Solano N. M,

J. P. Mills,

P-- C

te
When Us rich natural
Sources are exploited for the increase
of foreign cap-- l
the private fortunes
it n
development,
ists, it .U not
ravishment.
unt.

...-f-

to your nearest Comraissoner
Office at my home 4 mies S. W
of Soano.

3,

MILLS
11.00 a. m. 8PM.
Sunday
at
3rd
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.

J. B. LUSK

NEW

.'

p.m.

Will find this the right place.

soner. at Solano is sti'.t'on the
job and ready to do all tie work
So Mote
from Mosquero, Solano and surHnyeth the Aposlle
rounding territory. Soldier atid Potato Hill, Kan., in
Sailors work free. Always g

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at

Land-Seeke- rs

ROY

Servicea
month at lia.
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m and 8.0u p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
'

District

Main Business

Tourists and

Jack P. Mills, U.S. Commis

HOGS

Terms

:

NOTICE

-

months old.

Free Baths,
Steam' Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, Jiomelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot in thc

Uncle Eben.
"By the time a man ha lived long
enough to know how to glvp otlvlee"
said Uncle Eben, "lie's donr Ilveil long
enough to know dat 'tain' no use
wnstln' lie time."

he-bo-

.

heard a great
development" of Mexico.

Mosquero.

LOUEY DeWEESE,.

mares 6yr.old, wt. 1200 & 100C
geldings age 4 to 11 yrs. wt.

1&

R O Y
2d Sunday of eatb
m. 8..C0PM.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Dandy Bbck
FOR SALE:
Team, half Perdieron, 4 and 5
years old. Good team of bay
Mares, all well broke to drive,
work and ride. W3 sell cheap
and on time and on1 terms to suit
See
the purchaser.

8 Horses 8

2

Bargains!

CHEAP!

22 CATTLE 22

inseparable.
They are the Lamp that lights the
way, and the oil that keeps it burn-i- r.

JX&

of Roy, on

j

CHRISTIAN'

.

Black Holstein Cow, Durham
cow, Jersey cow, calves at sides, 900 to 12001bs.
Red durhain cow, Yearlidg heifer, 2 cows 6yrs. 3 cows 5yrs.
Short-Hor- n
and White-Face- .
all good milkers; 1 shorthorn,
2 yearling heifers, 16 Steercalves
Caws, & to 6 yrs.
3 Short-Hor- n
Lister & planter; Potato-digger- .
14
Ilerferd Ows, 3 to 7
snoaKvnaDsiitr
yrs. S yearling Heifero,. 2 2yrx;
Kitchen range, Heater,
old heifees, calveai sides.
Hook case; Bedstead; Sanitary couch, 2 kitchen tables;
,
.Galloway no.2 Separator; Daisy
Poland China Boar,.
Churn, 'iron clad' Incubator,
Gilt. Gmos. old. Iwoe Gilt,
Canned goods: 3 j;ood Gum etc.

to secure

Shall it shine en the Road of human
path
F. ogress, or just on the smooth
Privilege?
of
rests.
Upon our answer our future

9

6

'

'j',

E.

Tue. Mar. 25, '19

33 CATTLE 33

tion.
Thev are the aims of our body; the
hands" of the clock -i- nterdependent

i

N--

Span Mares 8&10 wt. 1100 each Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
A. M. sharp, the following prop
Span Mares 7yrs lOOOibs each.
erty
to "wit- Mare flOOlbs. Mare in foal, Horse
(.)(f0lbs, Pair yrln Fillies.

control of the press for the purpose ol
silencing it upon the vital subjects of
public rights and private interests.
It was a big undertaking, but in e
measure as by stealth they succeeded
opposition was disarmed until today
the enterprise stands crowned with
relative nation-wid- e
success, and many
editors, perforce, must weight their
words not solely upon the scales 01
Justice, but with very careful consideration, to the very essential counterbalance, "What will it Profit us?"
And not only have these organized
interests employed their
control to silence opposition, but in
many cases actually to promote sinister schemes of domination,
Shall the c'mely-fiv- e
per cent raa-!- a
of Americans go back to merewhile the sacks
ly fattfttft the hoppers,
?
Few
the
halili
by
are
Or shall it gr'.nn for Iba common
welfare, to lift our burdens, to equalise our responsibilities, to keep the
guide light of Liberty, forever' trimmed and burning; to maintain great,
favored America always in the lead as
the land where Reward is in proportion to Service?
It is as we will we of the majority.
We can submit to the one or, COMPEL the other..
Thus we have before us demand
ing immediate solution the two great
determining factors in our future success aa individuals and as a'nat'on
Organized Thought and Orgp.nizcd Ac-

t'.nd

10

LIVESTOCK

foals'

:r-s-!.-

wit- -

.

EI Dorado Hotel

Public Sale

Thurs. Mar. 27th

acre unimFOR SALE-1- 60
Church Directory
proved land, two miles north of
VNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Solano.
E. J. Harvey
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
510 W. 20 St.
at Christian Churcn.
Oklahoma Okla.
presence la necessary.
G. R. Abernathy, Sut

The Jewelry Store has a comUnder new Management
plete line of the Latest and most
Chapman, Proprietor.
Charles
Popular Sheet Music For Sfsle.

SALE-Overl-

S--

IT

A

Mrs. J. l Keynolds Music
Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessens per week. At presen
it Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.

All Kinds of the Most Popular
Sheet Music For' Sale at the

panish -- American

líi2

SPANISH-AMERIC-

PHONE

E

at,

So We Will Find It.
TJr.;py Uttje Hell, si'tlns on tho
f;
H)or, was heard soliloquizing In a
tone thus: "And Heavenly Father will
rare of us '. , . if
wo are good
.
.
but then
we're not always good . . . and
so . . .. we have to take care of
ourselves pretty much." New Censins-son-

...

tury Journal

Springer.

i

Springs
.Solano, Mosquero,! Mills, Abbott, Taj
conLines
intfc-rjd'.ute
points.
and
'
ServiceEfficient
UitylExcbance,
Hoy
,
nected.
-

Rural-Commun-

Visiting Sisters' welcome

it.

W. W . Gilstrap, Mgr.

Stone for Rosaries.
The rosaries sold at Kandahar are
extensively maniif:;rt;ivd from soft,
crystally.ed silicate n.' magnesia. This
is quarried from a tiillihout thirty
miles , northwest '' "w cit y, whero
son pstone and an.. ..,n.v are also obtained In considerable nlmndttiice. The
Ktone varies In color from n light yellow to a bluish white, tunJ lencr Uy
onrq'!

TH 6

Office

at

Clayton,

February

Repair Work

J. D. WADE, Mechanician.

Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planer3 and
every kind of Power Equipment.

April,

Garage
Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic,

in charge

Re-bor-

FORD-PART-

in Ford Factories: We have

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New

Mexico, iebruary 11, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Santos
Blea of Roy, N. M., who on Dec. 26,
1915, made II. E. No. 021288, for Lots
1, 2. 3, 4, 5. 0, 11, 12, Sec. 5; Lot 4
Section 4, Twp. 20N., Rng. 25E., N.
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof to
establish claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner' at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 8th day of April,
1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elogio Esquibel, Celedón Esquibel,
Jose C. Maestas, Adolfo Montoya, all
of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

at List Pric- e- Made

S

thán in stock all the time.

The famous "MILLER"and "DREADNAUGHT"
TIRES ar.d Tubes, 5000-mil- e
guarantee.
Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at
Reasonable Rates.

1919.

Gallegos, of Gallegos, N. M.; George
Angel and Frank St. Peters of David
New Mexico.
v
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Oxy-Acetyle- ne

,

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

Proprietors,

D

D

3

E

EE

pillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIH

I Personal Mention I
i!lS!l!llll!!llll!!li!ljlP
The Lujan and Son Store
has installed a telephone and so- licits your Orders for Groceries.
They will deliver air telephone
Orders within a few minutes
after receiving them.

A NICE, CLEAN, FRESH

FORD EOR SALE-I- n
first STOCK, PROMPT SERVICE
class shape, just overhauled lots and COURTESY
are the in
of extras, very cheap.
along
ducements
WE
offer
Roy N. M.
J. J. Taylor
Optimistic Thought. '.
'
It is honorable to be accused
those who deserve to.be accused.

by

with Low Prices for YOUR
Patronage.
,

"C" of

Here We Go
29c.

per Gallon

Opaline Motor-Oi- l,
(none better), 75c

"

Cup Grease,

per pound

20c

'

"

"Champion" Spark
Plugs,

75c.

Porcelains for same,
We sell

each

40c each.

the very best, brands

of Tires and Tubes.
All FORD Repairs sold at List
Price. If there is any way we
can save you money, we will
gladly do it.
...
We will do your Repair Work
cheaper than anyone and do- - it
as well as any one. We do not
charge you for time we do not
work.

NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Mrs. Linda E. Mitchell,
Albert, N. M., Serial No. 025788, wc
will offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at not less than $1.75
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
18th day of April, 1919, next, at this
office, the following tract of land:
N
NEU, NEW NWS, Se. 13,
Twp. I8N., Rng. 30E., N. M. P. M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when
at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.

'

above-describe-

'

PAZ VALVERDE,

Realty and Loan Co.
Frank L. Schultz, or F.O. White,

Wanted: Man to build fence.
F. S, Brown. Roy, N. M
We have a good bunch tjí
and Mules and
Work Horses
Brood Mares, all well broke to
work;, Also some good Bronc,
for sale. This stock will be kept
where it can be seen at
in Roy
any time. Right prises and good
stock.
See either of us in Roy any time
Easy terms if you want credit.
GEO.'H. RAY,
LEHMER DUNN,
Owners.

23, 1919

Notice is hereby given that OUie
Johnson, formerly OUie Lancaster, of
Solano, Mora County, New Mexico,
who on August 30, 1915, end December
26, 1915, made II. E. No. 020712, and
No. 021202, for S
SE',4, NEVi; and
Ny3 SE',4, Section 12, Twp. 18N., R.
27E, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim io the land
above describe!, before F. II. Foster
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, N. M., on the 17th day of April,
1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
C. W. B. Leatherman, John Beck-maThomas Bowman, Andres Tru-jillall of Solano, N. M.
, t
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

"C" of

J

NOTICE Is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R.' S., pursuant to the
application of Albert K. Mitchell, of
Albert, N. M.; Serial No. 025709, vt
will offer" at public sale, to the hig-es- t
bidder, but at not less than $2.50
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
18th day of April, 1919, next, at this
office, the following tract of land:
Lots 6, 7, Sec. 6, Twp. 18N., Rng
30E., N. M P. M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
wiil be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased
bidding, The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pey to the Receiver the amount thereof.

.

Any persons claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
flip thci'1 claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.

above-describe-

PAZ VALVERDE,

o,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

at

Clayton,

Condensed Report

of-R- OY

Register.'

The Annexed Report

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

I

is not only easily digested
but is worth reading, comes
well within the bank ihg and

Of Roy, at (he close of busin,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office

Easily Digested

New Mexico

ness, March 4th, 1919.

pure food laws and in it

there is no foreign matter

Loans and Discounts,$146,235.40
3,500.00
U. S. Bonds,
Real Estate, Fur.&Fix. 5,780.00

Overdrafts,

or impurities.

19.07

February 10, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Jose de
la Cruz Martinez, of Sabinoso, N. M.,
who, on Jan. 13, 1916, made Additiow-ta- l
Homestead Entry, Serial No.02149.9
and
NE
for NW
and N NW

Cash and Sight Exch'g,42. 650.01

Section 17, Twp. 17N.,
SWVi NW
Rng. 26E., N. M. P. M., ha3 filed notice of intention to make Three Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before. F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner,
at Roy, N. M.,
on the 17th day of April, 1919.

$ 35,026.20

Read it, and when you
have business in our line

$198,184.57

come and see us.

Capital, Surplus
and Profits, (net)
Deposits,

to

Endorse your checks

this bank and mail them if
you cannot come personally

163,158.37
$198,184.57,

Claimant names as witnesses:
L. V. Martinez, Casimiro Jaramillo.
F. B. Martinez, Edwardo Martinez, all
of Sabinoso, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

DENTIST
NOTICE

OF PENDENCY

OF

AC-

000269,

for the

See. 10;
Seo. 11, Twp 17 N
Range 20 East, Ney Mexico
Principle
In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
ROY
M., has filed notice of
ir.tentioi to
Judicial District
make Final Three Yea.- - Proof to esSTATE OF NEW MEXICO )
March 24 to
tablish claim to the lar l above de)ss.
scribed, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.
County of Mora
)
Commissior.cr, at his office at Roy,' N.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Regular Term, A. D. 19 9,
M.,cn, .
April 15 1919.
;:
.
Department of the Interior,
No. 2587
Carus Plumlee,
Claimant names as witnesses;
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
v.
1'i unkWeir
'
Jeff McKee
Mexico, February 11, 1919
W. A. DeForce.
Hubert
West
Frank St. Peters
Notice is hereby given that Nathan
All of David New Mexico
The said defendant, W. A.
Spears of Roy, Mora County, N. M.,
PAZ VALVERDE,
who. on Anril 14th. 1915. made H. E. is hereby notified that a mií in Court
No. 019833 for SVa NE'4, and EVa has been commenced
nat you in
Register.
SEVÍ Sec. 6, Twp. 21N., Rng. 27E.. the District Court for il.tt'County of
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
by said
.Morq, State of New Mexico,
tion to make Final Three Year Proof
I'lurrdee, for recovery on a
Dr.
Carus
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to establish claim to the land above
the sum of $150.00
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. promissory note for
in Roy, piincij al, with interest thereon from Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Commissioner, at hit: .offic
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
N. M., on the 8th day of April, 1919. date, at the rate of 12 percent and atFebruary 25, 1919
torney's fees and an account amountClaimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that William
C. R. Davis. Joheph Wright, John ing to the sum of $328,00 with interest
E. Cunningham,
Beard, C. T. Wright, all of Roy, N. M. at the rate of i percent, for medical ty, N. M., who offof Mills, Mora counSeptember 15,' 1915
services: That unless you enter, or made H. E. No. 020868. for NM. SRU
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
cause to be entwed, your appearance Sec. 22, Twp. 21N., Rng. 25E., N. M.
in said suit on or before the 31st day P. M, has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof to es- of March, A. D 1919, decree
therein will be rendered tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before F. II. Foster, U S. Com
'
'
against you.
missioner, at his office at Rov. N. M..
on the 19th day April, 1919.
FABIAN CHAVES,
Clerk of Said Court.
(Seal)
Claimant names as witnesses:
By J. P. Wootton. Deputy.
Odis Arbogast, Virgil Haltom,James
J. b! LUSK, Altorney for Plaintiff, Baker, Thos. McGrath, all of Mills,
New Mexico.
Roy, New Mex,

H. S. Murdock

TION.

J,

SVVJ-NW-

J;

Nwi-SW-

31.

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. New
Mexico, February 11, 1919
Notice is hereby givep that
Roy R. Day, of Roy, Mora couifty,
Nr. M., who, on January 21, 1916, made
H. E. No. 021539, for N'2 Sec. 14,
Twp. 21N., Rng. 20E., N. M. P. M-- ,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
at his office at Roy, N. M., on the
3th day of April, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. II. Blankenship, Ben C. Jorden,
Harry II. Mavberry, Jesse M. Johnson
all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Rcgicr.

j

a,.

The Plumlee Hospital
ROY;

NEW MEX.

Cares for boh Medical and
Surgical Cases,

PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
Iflna of Mourning.

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Feb. i8, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that
Frank Weir, of David N. M., who on
July 26 1915, made H. E. No. 020408.
NFfcSWJ,
for the
Sec. 11, T. 17N, R.;0E, N.M.P.M. has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before W.
II. Willcox U. S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy, N. M., on
NOTICE

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

WJ-NE-

,

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Carus Plumlee,
We also have Cottages

Separate from the Hospital,

SIÍJ-NW-

April, 151919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
' Jeff McKee
Cole Weir
Frank St. Peters.
Hubert West
All of David N. M.

Physician in Charge.
with Sleeping Torches,

PAZ VALVERDE,

For Tutocultr Faticr.ls.

Register.

Ilaly ihe women wear white garments, to show iheir grief, and (lie mm
In

clothes of brown line. In Chlmi whito
used for mourning by holh sexes.
In Turkey, Syria, ('ipjv.docln and Armenia celestial blue is the usnnl tint.
In Egypt yellovMi brown, the hue of
the dead leaf, Is deemed proper; and
!n Ethiopia the natives wear gray 3
the emblem oJitnourning.

This Rooster a Veteran.
The n.jKter now twisting r.
á
weathercock on the clock tower of the
First National l ank building In Port-bin- d
Is Hit) years old, bis first roosting
place having been (be top of the old
.
courthouse In Portland in
Ho
weighs inore than sixty pounds and Is
Pafd to have been made of oak. Now
ho shines with a new coat of gilt
paint.
1 TT.'-í-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Frank L. Schultz,

.

R.A. Pendleton & Son, Prop.

Clayton, New Mexico

Register.

We do riot have a "Free aeroplane landing" but we do have
Free Air and Free Advice Give Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
U3 a call and we will prove that
OHice at Clayton, New Mexico
February 17, 1919
we are worthy of your trade.

Liberty Garage

at

tho.si-presen- t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

v

To Loan on Farms on the
Mesa Immediately!
If you need a Loan, See-R- oy

Lujan and Son

Foster Block, Roy N. N.
CAR OWNER'S ATTENT-ION- .
LOOK AT THIS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In order to introduce ourselves
ISOLATED TRACT
more thoroly to the people, we
PUBLIC LAND SALE
are going to sell Auto Supplies at
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
such low prices that you will set
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
up and take notice
February 17, 1919'
Gasolene,

$50,000.00

NOTICE

Even a Y w orker has means of
expressing himself. The Hearst
News Service stated what was
untrue about the Y management
and Chairman Wm. Sloan says it
is "Unqualfiedly
Not
false".
just the language we would use
but means the same.

Office

February

Claimant names as witnesses:
Victoriano S. Quintana and Gcan

Automobile Accessories', Gas and Oils:
Repair Work,
Welding,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
We handle all

,

given that Ciarles--,
F. Johnson, of David, N. M., who on
October 2G, 1915, made H. E. No.
021079 for the Lots 1; 2; 3; 4; E'
NW'i EVá SWVt Section 18,vTwp.
17N., Rng 31E., N.M.P.M. has filed
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. II.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy N. M. on the 19th day of

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lints
k;

New Mexice

23, 1919

herby

Notice is

Blacksmith & Machine Shop
Wood-Wor-

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

Liberty Garage

Expert

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

General Blacksmithing; Horseshoeing;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Col. Frank O. White,

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,
V

-

new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community for a
A

v

Reliable Medium of Exchange,
OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS

Farm Loans, Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sod.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Feoi 18 1919.
is hereby given thai
Naboisila A.' De Coriloou, widow oí
Francisi'o Cordoba of Müls, N, M. who
on reb 11, 1911, made H. E. No.
017500, for the Nlii and the SEL See!
25 E. , N.
19, Township 21 N, Range
M. P. M., has. filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above described, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
Notice

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

"C"

Mar. 8. 191!
of
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
by the Commisiionor
of the General
Land oflice, under provisions of Sec.
R. S. pursuant to theapplication
of Albert K. Mitchell, of Albert, New
Mexico, Serial ,no.0257.'J8, we will offer

at public sale, to the highest bidder,
but at not less than $1,25 per, acre, at
10 o'clock A. M., on the Hlh day of
April 15 1919.
M , on',
May 1919 next, atthisollice, the followClaimant names as witnesses:
ing tract of land;
i
Sic ,18
Poüto Armijo,
Ignlicio Mavsta
N.
T
8
N,
M.
M.
IU0E.
l
Madrid,
Feimin
Jone Maria Ma stas
'
The sale will not le kept open, but
all of Mills, N. M.
be declared closed when those prewill
PAZ VALVERDE,,
Register. sent at the hour named have ceased
bidding. Tho person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the ammount
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
Department of the Interior, U.S. Land
above- - pesei ibed land are advised t
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Feb. 18, 1919
file their claims, or objections, on or
Notice is hereby given that
before the time designated for sale.
Cole Weir, of David New Mexico, who
4 19
on August 12, 1915, mude H. E No.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
SEi-NW-

'

2

Office in the old Telephone Building,

ROY, N. M.

THE

PARAGRAPHS
BRIEF RECORD OF PA83INQ
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTrtlES.

A

Ill LATE DISPATCHES
OOINQS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.

WMtern Newspaper Union Hews Service.

WESTERN
Prince Utah, baby elephant born In
captivity In Salt Lake City last April,
died there of unknown causes. It was
found by the keeper when he went to
,
feed the mother.
The body of a young woman found
In a ravine near San Mateo south of
San Francisco, was identified at San
Francisco as that of Miss Inez Elizabeth Reed, a San Francisco and Fort
Klley, Kan., Red Cross nurse..
The bank of Pell, a small town near
Chehalls, Wash., was robbed by a lone
man, who entered when Miss Baxter,
an employe, was alone in the place,
compelled her to show him where the
money was stored, and taking about
$3,500 left with It in an automobile.
A mass meeting of 2,000 Hawaiian
Japanese, held in Honolulu, adopted,
a resolution to send a Japanese delegation to Paris to ask that an effort
be made to Insert a clause in the
peace treaty abolishing racial dlscrlra
lnatton for the sake of humanity and
Justice.
The Senate labor and capital com'
mittee reported favorably the antl-i- a
junction bill Introduced by Senator
Flaherty In the California Legislature.
The measure Is practically the same
as the bill passed by the Legislature
two years ago and vetoed later by
Governor Stephens.
Clarence Legary, 24, Identified as
them an who robbed Mrs. Maude Chen
noweth and attacked her daughter,
Ruby, has been freed, at Wichita by
the confession of Charles Bennett, 20
years old, who also admitted he fired
the shot that killed Clarence Chandler,
an automobile salesman.
Four of five doctors who have so
far testified for the state In the case
against Postmaster Joseph E. Swindle-hurs- t
at Livingston, Mont., charged
with the murder of O. M. Harvey, late
chairman of the Montana state Repuh
lican committee, have given It as their
opinion that Harvey's death was due
to blows which Swlndlehurst adminis'
tered.
of
a
Construction
tunnel under Bering strait, establishing rail trade communications between the Asiatic and
American continents, is advocated by
James Wickersham, Alaskan delegate
in Congress, who is In San Francisco
on business. He is also active In aiding Pacific coast firms Interested in
leasing government coal fields in
Alaska.
-

WASHINGTON
organization for the majority control of the next' House was
completed with Representative Frank
W. Moudell of Wyoming as floor leader.
Development too late for use In the
var of a motor fuel which adds ten
miles an hour te the speed of aeroplanes and has possibilities for use In
automobile racing was announced by
the bureau of mines.,. The liquid, a
Combination
of benzol and
called hectar, osts about $1
a gallon, so while of military value It
Is not regarded as practical for commercial purposes at present.
Americans have filed claims against
Germany and Austria-Hungartotaling
$750,000,000 the State Department anRepublican

cyclo-liexan- e,

y

nounced in Washington.
Italy's loans from the United States
were Increased to $1,421,500,000 by a
new credit of $16,500,000.
This made
total credits for all allies $8,857,157,-000- .

More than 1,000 persons have been
killed and 2,000 injured in the fighting In Berlin, according to advices

reaching this country.
It has become known that Pope Benedict has addressed an appeal to the
powers emphasizing the urgency of
the speedy conclusion of peace with
Germany.

Three German steamers captured by
allied warships for violation of the
armistice terms have arrived at Dun
kirk for Internment. The steamers are
the Italia, Mercur and Pluto.
The preliminary peace treaty will
probably contain the clause compel
ling Germany to turn over all officials
found guilty of war crimes to be tried
by an International tribunal.
Major von Klucker, former German
military attache in Paris, is the vie
tlm of the latest Spartacan atrocity.
The reds captured hlra at Halle, cut
off both hands, flung him into the
river and then riddled his body with
bullets.
Field Marshal Halg Is retiring as
commander-in-chie- f
of the British
army. He Is expected to be succeeded
by Gen. Sir William Robertson of the
gerieral staff. Sir John Cowan will re
tire as quartermaster general of the
British army.
It is reported from Basle that the
former German emperor has com
plained against his residence in Hoi
land.' It Is asserted that he has de
clared that the climate Is disagreea
ble and that he desires to go to the
Riviera or to Egype on account of his
health and that he has requested Math
ias Erzberger, head of the German
armistice commission, to make representations to the allies to this effect
The first aerial duel in history has
been arranged in Paris. The princi
pals are Captain Schrelber and Captain Vaudeorane. They will use Nieu- port single-sea- t
machines, equipped
with machine guns.
Their seconds,
Captain Wadon and Pilot Babo, will
take the air at the same time. The
circumstances resulting In the duel
were not learned. The exact date of
the encounter was not given out.
SPORT
Tale's relay swimming team lowered
re
the world's record for the
lay race in a meet at New Haven In
which Columbia, was defeated, 37 to 17,
The time was 1:41. The old record established by the Yale team two years
200-yar- d

ago was 1 :42
As a result of a dispute over the re
suit of the boxing contest between Pal
Moore, the Memphis bantamweight,
and Frankie Mason in South Bend,
Ind., Ed W. Smith of Chicago, the referee, announced that Moore was the
winner.
Previous reports said that
Mason won the "popular decision.'
Moore will sail for England after en
gaging in three more contests, to box
Jimmy Wilde, the British champion.
Before 4,000 persons and the most
critical crowd that ever packed the
Stockyards stadium at Denver, Miks
Gibbons, the St. "Paul middleweight,
demonstrated that he is one of the
greatest boxers that ever pulled on a
pair of mits and a wizard in the art of
For ten rounds he boxed
rings around his husky opponent, Len
Rowlands of Milwaukee, who tried everything he had on the phantom.

GENERAL
The brewers of Boston are planning
to become candy makers after July 1.
Figures compiled by government experts show that up to Feb. 1, $57,900,- 000 had been spent on the great
smokeless powder plant at Nitro, near
Charles, W. Va., which has now been
abandoned.
In what may be his farewell public
address before he begins serving a ten
years' sentence Imposed upon him by
the Federal Court on the charge of
violating the espionage act, Eugene
V. Debs, Socialist leader, upheld the
Bolshevist rule In Russia and referred
to Lenlne and Trotzky as the "foremost statesmen of the age."
Mrs, Sarah L. dishing, 100 years
old, one of the first women to take up
the practice of medicine In the United States, died át Lockport, N. T.
It was reported that the consensus
of packers and representatives of the
food administration In conference in
ChU'ago was in favor of fixing a max
imum price of not more than $18 and
iiiore probably $17.50 for hogs.
New York City's Infant mortality
rate for 1918, with only 91.7 deaths to
1,000 births, tfas the lowest of the ten
largest cities in the, country, according to a statement Issued tonight by
city haalth
Dr. Royal S. Copeland,
This record also was
commissioner.
declared to be the second lowest ever
recorded for the city. Baltimore's
rate, 147.7, was the highest.
Theodore Roosevelt's birthplace, 28
East Twentieth street, New York, was
purchased for the women's Roosevelt
memorial committee, to be restored as
It existed during the former President's boyhood. With it was acquired
the property adjoining it, formerly the

More than 274,000 acres of land
have been returned to various Mexican communities by President Cari
ranza, acting under the new constitution of the republic and executive decree. President Carranza hus authority to restore the land to former owners or make outright grants to new
claimants. In the February list it
was noted that of eighty-twtracts returned only nine were by restoration.
Plans of the shipping board for the
establishment in the near future of
regular passenger and freight steamship service between the United States
and South and Central American countries through the use of twenty-tw- o
12,000-tovessels, now under construction, were disclosed by Chairman
Hurley In an address at a meeting at residence of John L. and Robert
Union of govern- Roosevelt, so that the restored birththe
place mansion will be protected from
ment officials interested in
o

n

Latin-Americ-

trade.
Eighty-fivthousand German helmets, purchased by the Treasury Department as trophies In the Victory
e

loan drive, will be shipped to Washington from New York. The War Department sold the helmets to Frank S.
Wilson, publicity director, for the loan

for

mt5
gig ernes-

FOREIGN

THE WOULD III

$1.

Crime is on the Increase In nearly
very large city in the United States.
Everywhere police forces are being
strengthened, Our highways have not
been so unsafe to travel since the
years following the civil war, says a
.Washington report.

encroachment.
Enrico Caruso, the tenor, will pay an
Income tax of $153,933.70 for 1918, It
was revealed at the collector's office
In the second New York ti'strict. Caruso visited the office in person am
taking advantage of the Installment
payment system, presented a check for
h
of the total
$38,483.42,
amount
Four armed daylight bank robbers
shot and probably fatally Injured William BIgel, assistant cashier of the
Metropolitan State Bank, and Margaret Pelzus, a customer, In a daring attempt to rob the bank In Chicago.
one-fourt-

8PANISH-AMERICA-

Look out for Spanish Influenza.
At the first sign of

GnEEN'S AUGUST FLOWER.

FROC

Has been used for all ailments that
are caused by a disordered stomach
and inactive liver, such as sick bead- sour stomach,
constipation,
ache,
nervous indigestion, fermentation of
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
gases in the stomach. August Flower
Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
Gob Goes on the Rocks of the Sea of Courtship both in stomach and intestines, cleans
and sweetens the stomach and alimen
tary
canal, stimulates the liver to sebated
with
"Zenith City of the Unsalted Seas" is watching
fU ULUTH. The
crete
the bile and impurities from the
breath the adventures of one of its gobs C. B. Mullen, now of Great Lakes
blood. Sold In all civilized countries.
out in the cruel, heartless world. It appears he's had hard luck recently- Give it a trial. Adv.
went on the rocks of the sea of court
Standard cold remedy for M ysare la tablet
ship, so to speak, the day before his
(am safa, sure, bo optam bréete up a cold
Timet and Names Change.
14 hours relieve grip la S days. Mooer
way
la
a
the
wedding. Anyway, here's
While speaking of dogs, it might be
tackintfaiU. The genuine bn has a Red toa)
Windy City newspaper spins his yarn aieutloned that
Mr. Hill's picture. At All Drag Stent.
rith
their names as well as
for us:
he human types they shall appear
" 'I was to hitch to a dame today H'ith are being dictated by convention.
YUY
would realise lanrar
eaid Mr. Mullen, as he threw anchor In "kaiser" and "Bismarck," once popu Any farmer who raises gradee
bHAaai IgkApalaad hHsahal
"
. '
Bhohthouns. Thar dunl
the city editor's office. Tm strong for lar names for big dogs, with "Lena"
require anr mora room, nor
the
any mo ra feed, oor an 7
the skirt for 0 couple of months, see? and "Gretchen" for those ofdiscarded.
ears than tba gradee
gentler
been
six,
have
her
and
takln
Blowin' her to parties
ihonld bare. Bat tbr ssU
night Kven "King," "Duke" and "Prince"
for mare money. A Kaneee
Well,
last
know.
You
around.
2jMOj
farmer prod need 94 head
are In disfavor. Instead, the dog fann
- from one registered
I spots her with a civilian and I'm off
;5
now in 11 years. Two
off
Pullman
names
taking
ciers
are
the
her. I threw her overboard. She lost me In a second.
brothers In Wlsoonnia prosleepers and annexing them on the
duced lit bead from one la
"'Now I can get women. You can size me up as that kjnd oy poor
U years. The value eonnts
Such names as Faybreeding
me
knock
now
and
id when you'reBreeders'
right
flashin' me.
I can go out on the street
wlli be the purebreds. American
etc.,
ette,
Gwendolln,
Edith,
Gnioago, 1U.
Are..
U
Dexter
off nnv rlnmn I like. Tm In the navv a year and seven months,
far
Association.
'
vogue.
erulsln this town all the time. And say, the women that fell for me and
blamin'
myself,
ain't
but I
wanted me to marrv! Oh. bovl I ain't boosthV
.HAIR BALSAM
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
them any. Before I Joins up with the fleet I'm an actor. I can do anything
A toilet preparation of merit"
local applications as they cannot reach
Belpe to eredioate dandraiL
sing, dance, play, work Icglt, anything. The women wouldn't leave me alone. by
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
For Restoring Color and
They run me ragged. I thought Td get away from them In the navy, but It's as only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
leautr
ta Gray or Faded Hair,
100. and tl.00 at Drayyttta.
and that la by a constitutional remedy.
bad here.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE acts
Blood on the Mucoua Surface!
''nw T nnr to settle down. I'm tired of the high steppln. I want a through the
the System. Catarrhal Deafness li
iiiw home and a nice wife. She's cot to be the goods. Let me flash her and of
by
an Inflamed condition of the
caused
I'll clve you her number. But I want a chance to flash a real one. So I Just mucous lining; of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a
want vou to let them know about It. All you need to do Is to let them see me, rtfmbllng
sound or imperfect hearing, and
get
It
you
But
like.
when It Is entirely closed. Deafness Is the
Now get it right. You can pull the story humorous, if

-

a cold take

CASCARpUiNINfl

K0T TRY IT?

r

befe-t-

Snort-hor-

bow-wo-

fehoa-taot-

LSI

across.
" 'And say, don't give them the Idea that I'm an old bird, 80, that can't
knock oft a Jane without giving all my dimensions. Tell them what you see.
A live bird.' "

Kissing

in the

-

Dark in the Old

Jorth State

N. C This enterprising but otherwise placid community Is
GREENSBORO, a stolen kiss. The kisser Is Solomon Lesser. The klssee is
Mrs. Samuel Rosenburg. The charge against the kisser is assault, which may
possibly send him to work on the pubs
E
lie roads for two years. The prosecut
HH
vsf-,hl"in mñKi TAUT I WAS
lng attorney is Clifford Frazler. The
counsel for the defense Is Sidney
Stern. Judge Jones Is the Jurist who
presided at the trial and is withholding a decision on so momentous a question.
The facts seem to be about like
this: The klssee is exceedingly easy
to look at. There was a party. The
kisser asked the klssee for a kiss.
Nothing doing. Later the klssee was i
seated at a piano, in the presence of her husband, the kisser and others. The
lights went out. All present heard the kiss; also the slamming of a door by
the kisser. The klssee Identifies Lesser as the kisser. Lesser admits the kiss
and says he apologized to the kissee's husband. The kissee says she dldn t
scream because she couldn't be sure that her husband wasnt kissing her,
though it didn't seem to be his kind of a kiss,
The prosecuting attorney argued that unless the kissee is willing, a kiss
is assault. The very foundations of society would rock if a kisser could kiss
an unwilling, kissee under the very eyes of her husband, so to speak, with
.
Impunity.
The attorney for the defense argued that a kiss, far from being an
assault, was a salute that had added much to the sum total of human happi
ness. He said the kisser did no more than counsel himself might have done
in similar circumstances and temptation, or even the Judge himself, and offered
the klssee as evidence of the reasonableness of his argument
There is much speculation concerning the forthcoming decision of the
court. The only line on It is this : The court tola tne Kisser mat ne usea
poor Judgment in kissing a married woman and in not seeking a more suitable
occasion.

4W

HI ill

result. Unless the Inflammation can be reto its norduced and this tube restored
mal condition, hearing- - may be destroyed
forever. Many cases of Deafness are
caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
cas of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be
cured by HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE.
All Druggists 75c. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Albert Explains.

Pennyroyal Jones, tell me
this minute where you are going," de
manded the head of the house.
"Why er my dear," explained Al
bert meekly. "I was er going to
"Albert

lodge"

Terrible Suggestion.
"We have a duck of a doctor."
"Great Scott! You don't mean to
say he's a quack?"

Mr. Purse Snatcher you who grabbed the pocketbook from 8
woman on Leavltt street near Belmont avenue you are the
meanest man in the world. May the $19 that you got in the little shabby
(tvallet burn you; may whatever you
buy with It to eat and drink be poison
to you. For that $19, Mr. Thief, was
money that poor woman had gone out
among friends and borrowed to bury
baby, one of seven
her
care-wor-

SI

.

Your Veterinarian

can "stamp
them out with Cutter' Anti-CaScour Serum and Cutter's Germ
Frew Blackleg Filtrate and Aggretsin,
or Cutter's Blackleg Pills.
lf

Ask him about them." If he
hasn't our literature, write to us (or
information on these products. '

The Cutter Laboratory
Berkeley, Cal., or Chicago, III.
"Tho Laboratory That Kmawt Horn"

Skin Tortured
Babies Sleep

sagsAfter Cuticcra
drogtritta: Soap , Ohttraant SB and 50, Talem B.
Sample each free or "Oatleara, Sept. S, Mum7r- AD

For Infants and Children.

Motters Know Tlt
GcnuIna.CastQria
i
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WHITE SCOURS

"A likely story, Indeed. You were go
ing to do nothing of the kind."
"Yes, I was about to say that I was
going to lodge er a complaint with
your dressmaker that she was making
your clothes too cheap looking."

1

Windy City Thief the Meanest Man in the World

Cnlf
Enemiof

Always
Bears tho
Signature

Cheerfulness and Kes.wuuu'

nctthcrOpiaMorptunenWj
Mineral. Not nahcot.

children.
The woman who lost the purse ie
Mrs. Lena Lebbln of 2152 Barry avenue. Her husband is employed by the
Deering Harvester company, but his
pay is small. Her daughter, Ellen,
fifteen, has a Job. But the wages of
both even barely suffice when everything is running smoothly.
So It was that when the baby died Mrs. Lebbln was forced to seek aid.
Ellen's employers donated $5 and Mrs. Lebbln obtained $10 from Henry Stehl,
a saloonkeeper at 2124 Wellington avenue. From others she got a lift of 50
cents to $t, and she was returning home at seven o'clock, happly in the thought
that the child would be saved from a pauper's grave.
As she approached Belmont on Leavltt, a young man rushed up, grabbed
the purse Mrs. Lebbln held tightly In her hand, ran down the street and dis
appeared.
But Mrs. Lebbln s baby was buried properly after all. Friends, when they
heard of the robbery, hastily made up a purse.

jresulÜnlherefroroMnjrf

Rich Gold Mine Twice Discovered and Twice Lost

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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SPRINGS, COLO. The history or the Uoloraao Rockies
adventure and romance and not the least interesting ire the
stories of "lost mines." One of the most Interesting concerns one in the Gore
range that has been twice discovered!

STEAMBOAT

and twice lost. The first finder was ant
old trapper named Hill, who had a run
of traps about 45 years ago at the head
of Morrison creek, south of here. He
discovered an outcropping of free gold,
took sam
according to the
ples out with him that assayed from
$15,000 to $20,000 to the ton, and oa
his deathbed he gave a description
of its location too vagué to reward the
search that was made.
Horace Pullen, general superln-- tendent and manager of the Council Bluffs (la.) Electric Light company, was
the second flnder of this lost mine. He was hunting, and In pursuing a
wounded deer got thoroughly lost before he chanced upon the outcrop of free
gold. He found his way back to camp in the dark. He hurried to Denver,
where an assay showed $17,000 to the ton.
As early as snow would permit, Mr. Pullen and a prospector went ack
to the hunting trip. He could not remember the trail he had taken, but
Judged it was five miles from the camp. His idea of distance was gauged by
his knowledge of his walking ability. The country is rough and unexplored,
and he may have been at a point where a white man never before stood.
Mr. Pullen then engaged a party of surveyors, and lanes were cut through
the trees 200 feet apart, and each square was gone over thoroughly. He re
turned again the next year with an even larger party
Several other parties have gone in searcn or tnis mine, ana others will
probably go. While the Hill story is morn or less vague, there is nothing
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WESTERII
I

In L

GROWI1

TESTED

CLEAN, HARDY ALFALFA REED
From Northern Latitudes, High Altitudes and Dry Areas; Buy good
seed and obtain a good stand from the same amount of work.
SCARIFIED SWEET CLOVER
Hulled Scarified Sweet Clover germinates easily. This Ig the kind
to plant in the spring. Our seed has been reliably tested and la tree
from noxious weeds. The best, but our prices are low.
'
BULK GARDEN SEED
Western Orown seeds, on account of cllmatlo conditions, are of high
vitality and productiveness. They are the best to plant anywhere.
Western Grown seeds are being shipped to Eastern Seed Dealers. Aa
we are right at the point of production we are able to make low prtoea
on the choicest and most productive garden seeds in bulk.
MANY MONET SATINO COLLECTIONS
To aid those busy people who cannot spare the time to make up a
long list of seeds and for those who are novices at gardening we have
prepared money and time saving collections of the most popular varieties
at greatly reduced prices. This Includes a wonderful collection of choioe
COlorg Of SPENCER SWEET PEAS.
OTHER WESTERN OROWN SEEDS
Our complete catalog Is very Instructive. It tells about Marquis
Wheat, Shrock Kaffir and Ensilage Corn, best adapted for Western
planters, and the garden seeds thaty are most profitable to grow. A post
for free samples and delivered
card brings it to you. Write
prices on these seeds and genuine VICTORY OATS.

THE WESTERN SEED COMPANY
1427 15th Street

Denver Colo.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

UPSET ST0:.!AG!l
PAPE'8 DIAPEPSIN AT ONCE ENDS

I;

SOURNESS, GASES, ACIDITY.'
INDIGESTION.

-

v

i

-

A HERV QUS

Pithy News Items

Undigested food I Lumps of pain;
belching gas, acids and sourness. When
.rw oiuuiuuu is uu upsei, ner is ia
vwui, Aciiuj,- - no wuuingl

Gathered From

DilEMDOim

Alt Over

New Mexico

Miss Kelly Tells How Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Compound Restored
Her Health.

Western Newapaper Union Newe Service.'.'

The home of Mr. and Mrs. J. It. Wy- of the handsomest in Itoswell,
was entirely destroyed by fire. The
For about tfcre
Kewark, N.
blaze was so intense that sparks fell years I suffered from nervous break- aown ana got so
In the high wind in a pasture more
weak I could hardly
than a mile distant.
stand, and had head-achApproximately 200,000 acres have
every day. I
been brought into the fold of the Itos
tried everything I
well Oil Company for prospective de
could think of and
was under a phyvelopment and .exploration as fast as
sician's care for two
the capital necessary to carry on operyears. A girl friend
V c )
ations can be secured.
had used Lydia .
Hudbig
a
Harry Stonehlll, who lost
Pinkham's Vegeson Six car by theft, has his
table Compound and
she told me about
on back again. It had been left in the
it From the first
custody of a garage at Clovls and was
The moment you eat a tablet of not missed
day I took It I began
middle of the past
the
until
Pape's Dlapepsln all the indigestion
to feel better and
week. It wus located at Chllllcothe,
now I am well and
pain, dyspepsia misery, the sourness, Texas.
able to do most anv
gases and stomach aclditv ends:
Kev. Edward S. Doan, chief proba
kind of work. I
Pape's Dlapepsln tablets cost little
hve been recomat any drug store but there Is no surer tlonary officer of the Juvenile Court
mending the Com
county,
arranged
of
Chaves
for
has
or quicker stomach relief known. Adv.
ever since and give yea my perthe services of a psychopathic board pound
mission to publish this letter." Miss
which will assist In the general devel Flo Kelly, 476 Soj 14th St., Newark,
Dolittle's Obsession.
Muggins I never knew any one to opment of child conservation work at N. J.
The reason this famous root and herb
e such a stickler for the little nice- - Itoswell.
P. L. Osborn, Jose (Jarcia Ortega, J, remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
les of social form as Dollttle.
Compound, was so successful
Mis
Bugglns
Yes; Dollttle wouldn't A. Houghon and. Frank Salome head a Kelly's case was because it wentinto the
ven go to work unless he had received group of Mugdulena citizens who com root of her trouble, restored her to a
In engraved invitation. Philadelphia pleted the purchase of the K-Light normal healthy condition andas a result
ecord.
and Power Company which will be op- ber nervousness disappeared.
erated hereafter a home Institution,
The town had had no day service for
iRANDMA USED SAGE
several mouths but this was resum-- d
TEA TO DARKEN HAIR promptly under the new management.
STon can Stazip Abcrtica Ost
The House of Representatives gave
ihe mixed Sulphur with It to Re a warm welcome home to a
dlstln )f YOUR HERD and Keep
Ozt
store Color, Gloss,
gulshed son of New Mexico, who has
By the nse of
won honors at the fighting front in
DR. DAVID ROBERTS
France. Cnptaln Gardiner Hawkins,
"Anti-Abortio- n"
Common garden sage brewed Into a just
overseas, came to
returned
from
avy tea with sulphur added, will
Small Expense
Santa Fé to join his father, Judge W.
urn gray, streaked and faded hair A. Hawkins. Captain
Eaefly Applied. Sur Remita.
Hawkins has
ucceaatulljr
Uaad
for M yeara.
eautlfully dark and luxuriant. Just just been commissioned a captain in
Oonanlt Da. DAVID HOBKET9
will prove a revelaIn, few applications
ailments.
all
animal
about
the marines.
formation free. Send for FREE
on if your hair is fading, streaked or
n
MpT of "The Cattle Specialist" with full
Sheridan,
appointment
E.
The
of
Jo
Tny. Mixing the Sage Tea and Sul
on Abonwa la Cows. DR. DAVID ROBERTS
Inspector
City,
mine
Silver
for
as
of
V CO. 1W Grand Ats, Waakaaaa. Wise.
ftVrERINAK
trourecipe
though,
hur
at home,
is
lesome. An easier way Is to get a the state, made by Governor Larra
.ottle of Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur zolo recently has been confirmed by Adding and
ompound at any drug store all ready the Senate, and Mr. Sheridan expects
e
Machines
or use. This Is the
recipe very shortly to assume the duties of
mproved by the addition of other in the position. Mr. Shermans work
New and second hand. Guaranteed
will be confined to the coal mines of
Tedients.
machines at lowest prices.
While wispy, gray, faded hair is not the state ns the laws concerning InMOUNTAIN
SALES AGENCY
mines,
metal
to
spection
not
pertain
do
sinful, we all desire to retain our
201 E. & C Bldg, Denver, Colo.
Acting on a protest containing sever- routhful appearance and attractive. up .a
ness. By darkening your hair with al hundred names claiming that the
SSfg kTABLETS
Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur Compound, Santa Fé Railway Company is ImportTHI BUI
qukkeM way M at) ft
no one can tell, because it does it so ing Mexicans to do Its construction
m K
dp a cold.
u
dThe Um gwraiiw
naturally, so evenly. You just dampen and track repair work in New Mexico
at M ! I
drug store
fiaj fa
a sponge or soft brush with it and and that citizens of the United States
draw this through your hair, taking pre being discharged to make room for
one small strand at a time ; by morning these foreigners, Governor Larrazolo Texas lands. 0 to tO.OOO acres, II 06 to l .40:
naianoe su Tears b. jaexioo lanas, i.uuu to
all gray hairs have disappeared, and, wired Walker D. Hlnes, director gener- Bairn,
KjCJIIO earxs on Río Grande.
II. Ul per acre oash.
RANCH CO., Ban Antonio, Tales
after another application or two, your al of railroads, asking that this prachair becomes beautifully dark, glossy, tice be stopped at once.
Downtrodden Aristocracy.
soft and luxuriant. Adv.
The county commissioners of Colfax
"Jinks is walking on his uppers."
county In response to the request of a
"What! Has he Joined the bolshe
Military Term.
numerously signed petition at their re- vikl?"
had
day
One
last summer little Ned
cent meeting decided , to appoint á
an "experience" with a hornet, and board which will have charge of hortiupon seeing another one on the win
cultural development. Members named
dow next day, exclaimed, "Oh mamma,
NOSE CLOGGED FROM
are George H. Webster of Cimarron,
here is another one of those sharp Frank Van ISuskirk of Raton and L. I.
A COLD OR CATARRH
shooter flies in the house."
Taylor of Springer, each prominent In
'
They will have
the fruit business.
Apply Cream In Nostrils To
Red Crpss Bag Blue should be used power to
appoint Inspectors to look
Passages.
Up
Open
Air
In every home. It makes clothes white
after the orchards.
as snow and never injures the fabric.
House bill 97, authorizing the conAll good grocers, 5c.
Ah ! What relief Tour clogged nos
struction of a highway between Alopen right up, the air passages of
trils
buquerque and Farmlngton has been
Misunderstanding.
your head are clear and you can
Chris-maby
Senate.
passed
the
Senator
She What do you think? A bat
hawking,
pointed out that in addition to breathe freely. No more
nearly got In my head las: night.
mucous discharge, headache,
snuffling,
givcounty
connecting three
seats and
He You re lucky. Mine always get
no struggling for breath at
ing the San Juan valleys direct con- dryness
In my feet.
night, your cold' or catarrh Is gone.
nection with the rest of New Mexico,
Don't stay stuffed upl Get a small
the road will serve about 5,000 people
of Ely's Cream Balm from your
bottle
Her Occupation.
In the Jemez region, besides the rap"What kind of a woman is his wife, idly increasing number of settlers in druggist now. Apply a little of this
Amanda?"
fragrant, antiseptic cream In your nos"I think she is what you
and around Cuba, La Jaru and Regina.
call a mandatory."
trils, let It penetrate through every air
The road passes through Large cafion, passage of
the head; soothe and heal
said to be the longest passable moun- the swollen, inflamed mucous mem
AAFTER
tain cafion on the continent. It will brane, giving you Instant relief. Ely's
serve 8,500 people in San Juan county. Cream Balm Is just what every cold
COLDS
Sheriff Hlxenbough Is rapidly estab- and catarrh sufferer has been seeking.
BAD BLOOD lishing a record In Raton for being It's Just, .splendid. Adv.
constantly on the job to prevent or at
least to punish violators of the laws
The old man thinks he might run
against liquor selling.
but
and dive from the spring-board- ,
You are pale, thin, weak with little
The livestock Industry of the whole he doesn't try it.
vitality. Your liver is sluggish and the
slate is to benefit directly and Imbad blood causes your stomach muscles mediately ns n result of the efforts
to lose their elasticity and become flab-p- y of the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
and weak then indigestion.
Growers' Association in carrying out
people
"Blue," worried,
Its legislative program. Ten bills, reDoctor Pierce's Golden Medical Dis
should find out the cause of their troubles. Often it is merely faulty kidney
covery, made from wild roots and barks, lating to as many phases of the inaction, which allows the blood to get
and free from alcohol or narcotics, is dustry, have been pnssed by the House
loaded op with poisons that irritate the
of Representatives.
nerves. Backache, headaches, dizziness
the great and powerful blood purifier of
annoying bladder troubles are addand
After long years of conference and
Ingredients printed on wrapper.
ed proofs that the kidneys need help.
city
been
Raton
has
of
disputation
the
Use Doan't Kidney Pilli. Thousands
This tonic, in liquid or tablet form, is
successful In closing a contract with
thank them for relief from just such
just what you need to give you yim, the officers of the Raton Electric troubles.
vigor and vitality.
,
Light A Power Company, through tho
A Colorado Case
Take it as directed and it will search action of the mayor and city council
fdra. Dasie B rum-le1H Twelfth 8t,
matter
poisonous
owncity
which will eventually lead to
out impure and
Greeley, Colo., says:
"I had a miserable
throughout the system and eliminate it ership of this public utility. The city
ache in my back and
has been given an option on the enthrough the natural channels.
felt too tired and
company
run
discouraged to do my
You can procure a trial package by tire holdings of the light
housework, I had
ning to the first of May, 1920. The
spells ot dizziness
sending 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Invalids'
and felt weak and
purchase price named In the option Is
confused for hours.
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
00,000. It is believed that there will
My
kidneys were
weak. My hands and
be no difficulty In securing at a speswelled
and my
feet
Botwartk, lío.
cial election the proper authorizabody became bloated.
"Mr ftthar mi tion for the expenditure of the public
For months I hardly
once troubled with
alent at all. Doan's
Kidney Pills were recommended and I
Htmand kldmy funds to consummate the purchase.
kept
getting better and
them.'
tried
I
trouble. B not
House
The committee substitute for
soon the swelling had all (one and I
only tuffered pain Bill 118, the public health bill, passed
felt as well as ever."
and dittreee but bethe House by unanimous vote. Politics
Cat fWar'a at Anv Staa. SOa a Box
came very nervous
was not ignored, the bill providing
and all
alio very weak. Be that three of the five members of the
CO- - BUFFALO. N.T.
State Health Board must be of the
took Dr. Pieroe'i
Golden Medloal dominant party.
provided
is
also
It
DiaeoTery and wai
that one of the members be a woman.
completely eured
by an automobile
and
Struck
tad waa alwaya bala and hearty ever afterwarda.
nrprlslnftiy soon, throat Inflammation disapThomas D. Lelb
I know Df. Pieree's medioinee an very food knocked down, Judge
pears, irritation, is relieved and throat
of Raton sustained a severe scnlp
d
and highly Mono their uee.", Mr. ifmmU
stops, when yon use reliable,
wound and broken rib. He was crossing the street to answer a telephone
. Colemaa,
car
call and did not notice tli
P1TEMTC Wstsoa
Patent Lawyer, Waihingion,
ly, one
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I View from the air of the great transport Leviathan arriving at New York with the Twenty-seventdivi
sion. 2 German parliamentary officers on their way to French headquarters, at Chateau Sullns, Lorraine, on a
diplomatic mission. 3 Company M, Three Hundred and Sixty-firs- t
infantry, A. E. F in front of the hotel de
.
ville at Audenarde, Belgium.
,
h

should not be passed upon by the
boundaries commission, but deter
mined by the council itself, because of
their vast Importance and difficulties.
These Include- the frontier disputes
between Italy and
The commission on waterways,
ports and railways recommended that
Quick Peace and Food for the the Khlne and the Kiel canal be opened
to free navigation by all nations, the
Peoples of Central Europe
former to be controlled by an Interna
Ari Called for.
tlonal commission and the latter to
remain under German ownership and
operation.
Poland probably will be granted the
FLOOD
CHECK
ANARCHISM
TO
desired outlet to the Baltic sea, and
It is likely she will be given Danzig
and the entire Vistula valley. This
Treaty and League of Nation May Be would cut off east Prussia and it is
believed that state will be set up as
of
Separated Some Feature
a separate republic, In accordance
.Term Germany Must Accept
with the wishes of a large part of Its
Spartacan Desperately
population.
The violent opposition
Fighting President
t'
which these measures may arouse in
Troops.
Germany probably will render ad
visable the sending to Poland of Gen
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
eral Halter's two divisions of Poles
the
peace,
food
for
and
Immediate
now In France.
hungry peoples of central Europe.
These are the two essentluls, if overThat the Germans must have food
whelming anarchy is to be averted,
quickly
if the flood of bolshevik and
according to well posted authorities on
Spartacan anarchy is to be stayed is
the situation. To these Frank Vander-li- p
the flat statement of many who should
adds that the speedy resumption
know, including Secretary Lansing. In
"or
of production Js most Imperative,
this policy there Is no pity for the
the horrors of war may be exceeded Huns; It is merely a matter of self- by the horrors of this after period,
protection for the rest of Europe if
which Is neither war nor peace but a
not for the world. Investigators for
breakdown of the machinery of civil(he allies do not agree with the stateization."
ments that there is plenty of food In
However wrong in some respects
most of Germany, and the great mamay be the senators and other Amerjority 'of "authorities are convinced
plans
present
oppose
who
the
icans
the anarchistic movement In centhat
appear
for the league of nations, they
Europe is feeding on hunger and
tral
to have been right when they snld can be checked by provisions. The
the peace treaty should be devised and Ebert government virtually threatened
ratified first and the matter of the to He down and let the Spartacans
league taken up later for final settlehave their own way if the allies did
ment. The two propositions are unnot consent to feed Germany. Whether
and
closely
interwoven
doubtedly
not the thrent was a bluff, it has
or
President Wilson may yet have his worked. With this was Involved the
way and see them considered and
matter of the surrender of German
adopted as one, but the opinion last
merchant shipping, and .the Huns inweek in Paris and elsewhere was that duced the
allies to agree to revictual
the peace treaty should be closed up Germany until the next harvest if the
may
not
at once so that its ratification
ships were given up. Letting a debe delayed by the opposition to the feated nation dictate thus to Its conleague and the demands for amendquerors was said by some to be a seriments of the present plan.
ous blunder, but Its worst effect probThe peace delegates recognize the ably will be to encourage the Germans
necessity of submitting the treaty to to be stubborn on other questions
the German government before that where the allies cannot afford to yield.
government falls, and in order that
Three hundred thousand tons of GerIt may not fall because of longer de- man shipping now In German ports
treaty
preliminary
hoped
the
lay. It Is
has been allocated to the United
can be ready by March 20, when the States. In addition about 100,000 tons
plenipotentiaries will be of German shipping interned in ChilGerman
called to Versailles to receive It. They ean waters was allocated to America,
will lay it before the natlonnl assembut this may not be accepted if the
bly at Weimar and receive their Inshipping board finds the necessary rebody.
While
the
from
that
structions
pairs would not- be justified If the
to
Germans will be given opportunity
vessels are to be used by us for a
suggest minor changes, they will be
short period.
compelled to accept the pact substantreaty
tially as It stands. Since this
The Internal condition of Germany
Is held to concern only the belligerIs described as almost hopeless. There
submitted
be
not
will
It
nations;
ent
been continuous fighting in Berlin
to the plenary session of the con- has
and other centers, and while the Sparference, which includes representatacans have generally got the worst
tives of the neutral nations ; only the
It, they are persistent and very desof
is
supreme
council
ratification of the
perate. In the suburbs of the capital
held necessary. Though the terms to
the battles were especially bloody,
be imposed on the Germans will not LIchtenberg
seeing the most sanguinsuggested,
first
as
those
be so harsh
ary encounters.
The government
they will be so severe that there are
many predictions that the Ebert gov- troops used artillery and mine throwernment cannot sign them and live. ers there and after some days sucIf the Huns refuse to sign them, It Is ceeded In ousting the Spartacans.
up to Marshal Foch, and the wisdom Many prisoners were taken 'and were
summarily executed. The reds devotof keeping a very large allied force
ed a great deal of their attention to
at
apparent
may
become
under arms
plundering the shops. Politically, the
once.
majority socialists are not meeting
great success or inspiring much
with
was
this
at
time
the
As it stood
written, the section of the treaty den1-In- g enthusiasm In the people. Hugo Haase
with the military cuts down the and the minority socialists are growsay
German army to 100,000 men with ing stronger, and some observers
4.000 officers, the force to be raised the only salvation from the commun
enlistments. ism or chaos they would bring about
by voluntary twelve-yea- r
of
excess
the require- Is In the new democratic party which
in
equipment
All
ments of this army Is to be sur- is getting into action. The fact that
rendered and the munitions output the chief of this party Is Count von
correspondingly kept down. The Rhine Bernstorff will not give it much standing with the allies. It is to be noted,
forts are to be demolished.
The reparation to be exacted has too, that Doctor Albert, former leader
of plots and propaganda in the United
been reduced to about $35,000,000,000,
and economic teems are being ar- States, has been given a cabinet posi
One can alranged with a view to permitting Ger- tion under Scheidemnnn.
many to resume its manufacturing most discern, already, the finish of the
German revolution against
and commerce In order that it may
Even now, It is reported,
pay the bill. This latter subject has autocracy.
the people are virtually ignoring the
able trouble, mainly because of the national assembly and Its deliberastand taken by the French, who wunt tions.
their own production in the devastatSeemingly, Lenlne and Trotsky have
ed region restored first.
The supreme council decided that given up any idea of coming to terms
the questions of the western German, with the rest of the world, and are goTurkish and Adriatic boundaries ing ahead with their plan of forcing
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bolshevism on all peoples. Dispatches
from Moscow say the soviet govern
ment has appointed a Swiss named
Moor to be "International commissar"
with unlimited financial and political
powers, with a view to promoting a
world-wid- e
communist revolution.
In
the Archangel region the bolshevlsts
continue their attacks on the allied
forces and, though suffering severe
losses, have compelled them to move
northward from Vlstavka. Informa
tion from the part of Russia controlled
by the bolshevikl is that though their
army is increasing and is well drilled
and well fed, the rest of the people
are starving to death. Production of
all kinds" has ceased and transporta
tion is so utterly demoralized that what
grain they have cannot be distributed.
In a word, the soviet government has
demonstrated its absolute Incapacity
and lack of administrative ability,
in the matter of raising a con
script army. In this Trotzky Is large
ly following the old system of the empire.
t

The war of words and Ideas over the
league of nations continues unabated.
Former President Taft and others of
the plan s supporters admit the pres
ent draft should be amended, and have
suggested desirable changes. Senator
Borah and the rest of the attackers do
not seem to approve the league at all.
The pope has rather weakly reverted
to the old Idea of an agreement for international arbitration with economic
boycott of the nation refusing to sub
mit to the award of the arbitrators.
He also would admit to the league ev
ery nation. In this he Is supported by
Mr. Bryan, who thinks to require a
s
vote to admit a new mem
ber suggests the social club, where
few black balls may keep out an un
congenial applicant.
Opponents of the league plan In
America have formed a national or
ganization of which Col. Henry Watterson of Louisville Is president and
George Wharton Pepper of Phlladel
phla is the managing head and di
rector. Its purpose Is to create the
machinery for conducting an active
campaign against the proposed league
throughout the nation. It will undertake to reach every voter by distributing literature attacking the league
plan. Among the members are many
senators and prominent publicists.
All neutral nations are to have something to say concerning the league before action is taken. They have been
invited by the conference authorities
to attend a private and unofficial conference in Paris March 30, to express
their views' on the constitution as
drafted. It is believed now that Geneva may be made the permanent seat
of the league of nations.
two-third-

..

Ireland is not the only country that
to take advantage of the

Is seeking

principle

enunci-

ated by President Wilson and accepted
by the belligerent nations. Porto Rico
strongly urges that ft be made a state
or given independence, and the Philippines are urging that they be permitted to paddle their own canoe. President Wilson's record leads to the belief that he will not offer any serious
opposition to the desires of the Filipinos. Korea, also, has declared its
independence from Japan, and the declaration, which says it represents the
voice of 20,000,000 people, asserts they
will fight to the last drop of blood In
the great cause of liberty. The leader
of the Koreans is said to have come to
the United States to conduct a press
campaign with the Immediate object of
obtaining a hearing at the Paris peace
conference.
Two pieces of news concerning Mex
ico aroused interest last week. One
was that President Carranza was insisting on the payment of the confiscatory "royalty tax" on oil produced
by foreign operators and that the entire, controversy was likely to reach
a critical stage again. The other was
the Information that the I. W. W. had
established a revolutionary confedera
tion in Mexico for the purpose of over
throwing the clergy, capitalists and
bourgeoisie, and that the chief of the
Carranza cabinet had signed an agreement with them to have enacted the
necessary syndicalist legislation. Mem
bers of the I. W. W. are to be designated as unmobillzed soldiers for any duty
In the way of establishing the desired

results.
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MAYOR'S ELECTION

Col. F.O.WHITE

Regular Election of Members of Board
of Education, District No. 33,
Mora County, N. M., April

Southwestern Farm

Auctioneer

-

1st, 1919.
Whereas, as by law provided, the
regular Board of Education election
for District No. 33, Mora County, New
Mexico, will be held in the Village of
Roy, New Mexico, on Tuesday, April
1st 1919'
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
PRESENTS, That on the First day of
April, 1919, the properly qualified electors of School District 33 of Mora
County, New Mexico, will, in the Village of Roy, between the hours nine
'o'clock a. m. and six o'clock p. m., vote
for the following: Two members of
the Board of Education, for a term of

1

..

Money to Loan on

present.
The election herein provided for
shall be held, the results thereof made
and canvassed, and the certificates of
election issued in accordance with the
ivs applicable to the election of officers of incorporated cities shall be
required.
The returns are to be made to and
canvassed by the Mayor and Village
Clerk in compliance with Section 4869
of the Codification of New Mexico.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I, the
undersigned, the Mayor of the Village
of Roy, New Mexico, have caused this
proclamation to be made and published as required by law, this 22nd day
of March, A. D., 1919.
F. S. BROWN,
Mayor.
(Seal)
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If you want the services of an

SALESMAN
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you
Money to consult me before making your SALE DATES.
No Sale too Near or too Far.

TO LOAN

Farms in .New Mex.

Dry-lan- d

We loan you generous
Amounts on Easy
Terms and will give
You prompt Service,

School Board.
In case of absence or inability to
serve of any of the above judges or
clerks to serve the electors gathered at
the polls may select in conjunction
with members of the (election board

A

Mortgage Company.

MONEV
.'.

four years.
This election shall be held at the office of F. II. Foster, in the Village of
Roy, N. M., and the Juntes and Clerks
shall be the members of the Present

.

Noted, Tried, Experienced
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No Sale too

Large or Small,

can have SALE BILL
printed and make dates at the
You

The money 13 yours
As quick as your
abstract can besecur-e- d
and the deal made.

Spanish-America-

Roy

Office.
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New Mexico.
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Let us know your wants and we will make a Deal.

P. J. Conklin, Mgr.
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Office under
Masonic Hall.

REFERENCES:
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
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Roy, New Mexico.
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TO LOAN

Roy,

lj.

M,

Citizens State Bank,
Mills, N. M

Attest:

Melville Florsheim, Village Clerk.
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fire hydrants.

175,000

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals for the furnishing
of all materials, supplies, tools and labor; sustaining of all expense in cur-re- d
in constructing in place a Well for
fire and domestic purposes for the
Village of Roy, New Mexico, in accordance with the Plans and Specifl
cations on file in the office of the Clerk
of said Town. The bid to be in accordance with the schedule proposal
sheet, furnished by the Clerk
Bid will be received by the Clerk
of said Town, until 8 o'clock Monday
evening, April 7th, 1919, at which hour
the bids will he opened and acted up.

on.

gallon tank and 100' tower

Concrete foundations,
1
100,000 gallon concrete reser-

j

voir.

" corporation cocks, with lead
" galvanized
goose necks, and 30'
iron pipe, with water meters and
75

boxes

for

house connections.

Each proposel shall be accompanied by a certified check, upon a local
bank, in a sum equivalent to 10 per
cent of the amount of th,e bid. The
check to be made payable to the Treasurer of the town, without endorsements.
The successful bidder shall
have returned to him the check, on
the signing of the contract and the approval of his surety bond. The unsuccessful bidders shall have their
checks returned to them at once.
In case of an award to a bidder and
his failure to enter into contract and
the furnishing of a satisfactory surety bond, his check shall be forfeited
to the town as liquidated damages.
The contractor shall be paid in cash.

For Employers' Consideration.
Men can Jinve no hope In their work
while they. live purely from hnnfl to
mouth, and you cannot spread habits
of Intelligence among the laboring
class If their means are too poor or
their leisure too short to enable them
to particípate la the culture.that Is going on around them. Exchange.
MICKIE SAYS
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The Board of Trustees reserve the
NO
all bids.
WVmD
NEO. rWfHUÍ
fttV SOtAffNES VNE NUSS
Contractors desiring to bid upon
this work, may examine the Plans and
Specifications and receive blanks for
fcUNAMS GLAD ÍO OrvX: VCEMS
bidding, at the office of the Town Clerk
I
or at the offices of the Engineer, Mr.
rHNVW. 10V)--PS
H. O. Duerr, Denver, Colorado, and Albuquerque, New Mexico. The con- Attest:
F. S. BROWN,
tractor may have a set of Plansand
Mayor.
deSpecifications mailed to him upon
MELVILLE FLORSHEIM,
Engineer the sum of
positing with-thClerk.
$25.00, $.15.00 of which will be ref jnd-e1st. Pub. Mar. 22, Last Pub. Apr. 12.
of
complete
upon the return
the
Plans and Specifications.
,
The work to be bid upon and furGeorge
Wortman is a new adnished is as follows:
dition to the S-Well approximately 800 to
readers on
deep.
Route A. He is getting ready to
Each proposal shall be accompanied by a certified check, upon a local make another "Killin" in wheat
bank, in a sum equivalent to 10 per this season.
cent of the amount of the bid. The
check to be made payable to the Treasurer of the Town, without endorseFOR SALE-- 10
Extra .good
ment.. The successful bidder shall
White
Orpington
Hens.
One
have returned to him the check, on the
signing of the contract and the ap- mile East of Roy.
proval of his. surety bond. The unC.E. Anderson,
Roy.
successful bidders shall have their
checks returned to them at once.
In case of an award to a bidder and
Ma-aammn- r
KnvR9sss!mrm tBSRegagSito'fflgaro;
his failure to enter into contract and
the furnishing of a satisfactory surety
bond, his check shall be forfeited to
the Town as liquidated damages.
EEEBOSBKEHS
The contractor shall be paid in cash.
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Attest:

F.

COAL!

COAL!

S. BROWN,

Mayor.

MELVILLE FLORSHEIM, Tlerk.
1st. Pub. Mar. 22, Last Pub. Apr.
O

NOTICE

li

TO CONTRACTORS

Sealed proposals for the furnishing of all materials, supplies, tools
and labor; sustaining of all expense
incurred in contructing in place a Water Works System for fire and domestic purposes for the Village of
Roy, New Mexico, in accordance with
the .Plans and Specifications on file in
the office of the Clerk of said Town,
The bid to be in accordance with thü
schedule proposal sheet, furnished by
the Clerk.
Bids will be received by the Clerk
of said Town, until 8 o'clock, Monday evening April 7th, 1919, at which
hour the bids will be opened and acted
upon.
The Board of Trustees reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.
Contractors desiring to bid upon
this work may examine the Plans and
Specifications and receive blanks for
bidding at the office of the town Clerk,
or at the offices of the Engineer, Mr.H.
O. Duerr, Denver, Colorado, and Albu- -'
querque, New Mexico. The contractor
may have a set of Plans and Specific-tion- s
mailed to him upon depositing
with the Engineer the sum of $25.00,
$15.00 of which will be refunded upon
the return of the complete Plans and
Specifications.
,
The work to be "bid upon and furnished is as follows:

Distributing lines consisting of:
21,000' fl." pipe (C. I. or wood) line
with specials.
7,200' 4" pipe (C. I. or wood).

56"

valves witK boxes.
with Lo::es.

204" valves

We are now handling

Origin of "Doughboy."
i
A phrase, strictly American In Its
modern usage, Is that of "doughboy"
as applied to an American soldier. An
American Infantry soldier recently ex-

plained the origin of the term to the
correspondent In Paris of the London
Times after this fashion : "In the Civil war a great number of federal troops
were waiting for uniforms, which were
made but lacked buttons.
So great
was the hurry that eventually the men
went round the houses in the town and
collected buttons off the women's clothing.
These were for the most 'part
large buttons from overcoats. Naturally the infantry looked funny with their
uniforms fastened by great overcoat
buttons. Those resembled hard tack
(largo, round, dry biscuits, made of
dough) and hence sprang the word
'doughboy,' which has been kept In the
TJn!ted States army us a slang phrase
for nn infantry soldier."
Conquered at Last...
An unknown genius
Kearney Is entitled to a monument "everywhere in America."
He'd l een a
naughty boy or something and was assigned to cut onions for camp lr.ess as
Imagine-thsurprise
punlshinctt
of the corporal of the guard when ie
discovered the offender blithely dissecting the Bermudas under the protection of his gas inask. "Youse ain't
suf. rin' no punishment," scoffed the
'officer, adding, "but 'tis a ghrand Idea
and 'tis the wlininen o' the counthry
will bless ye, me lad !"

Repeats Itsef. .
Not for the first time have German
invaders been chocked at ChiiteaM-Thit'vrIt was there, iu February,
381 1, ihufT Napoleon, by one of those
pxtr&ordimiry forced marches of his,
f.d! npon liluctier, who was confidently
marching up'on Paris. By swift blows
ua succeeding days he shattered the
sfx'nnd and third divisions of the Prussian army, capturing nlinont all their
artillery, and then fell upon Blucher's
main force, in the vicinity of Chateau-Thierry- ,
and compelled him to fall
back, with heavy losses.
History

From Sugarite N. M. Mines.
This Coal is Double Screened and the
ííest we can buy. No dirt, No rock
No slack, LESS ASHES than
Other Coal and MORE ÍIEAT
Give this a trial and let it
Convince1 you of its
Excellent Quality.

Tommy Zablocki sends another
years subscription from Chicago
and says all 3 well with him only
and news
he still wants the
in
old
friends N. M.
from his

Bos-tonia-

I

session of George Wright, fther of
the former national tit's holder, Beals
Wright. After a visit to England tha
Massachusetts man brought home nets,
racquets find balls, as well as a book
of rules fhen governing the game, and
jet up a court at Nahant. A little later
ronrts wore laid out at Newport, ft. I,
ind also on the grounds of the Staten
island Ciltket club, Uviufs'to, Statei
island.

.......

Santa Fe
New Mexican
N. M.

Santa Fe,

Biggest Bargain
Offered.
Stock &. Ranch.

50c a month, $b.UU a year

Get Your
News From

160 acre improved place,
good concrete

block house

with basement
and Shed
barn 15-2-

10-2-

2,

Headquarters

12-2- 4

Rock
good

8,

All the official news of tlic
State Capital appears first
inthe Santa Fe New Mexican

and pump, and henhouse,
and cave, etc. Place allfenced
and cross fenced, about 35 acres
13 acres sowed to
well broke,
wheat. 6 good Cows, 1
4
Heifer and 2 Heifer Calves,
1 Brood
Horses and 1 mule,
Sow, 2 sets of Harness, Wagon,
New Wheat Drill
Buggy,
Van B., 1
Plow with sod bottom attach,
and other
ment, 1 good
small articles. For thirty ' days.
For cash only. At $3250 or $2300
for farm only.
Well,

All the fresh political gossip
theState Capital appears
first in the Santa Fe New Mex
can.
of

The activities of all patriotare reported
organizations
fully in the Santa Fe New
Mexican.

ic

(7-1- 2:

good-enoug-

12-inc-

h

bob-sle-

h

d

All authentic news oí the
over
War, received
leased wire from the Associated Press is presented in the
Santa Fe New Mexican,

Oreat

C. H. Welch
Roy N. M.
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Tom. J. Taylor, Abstracto

U.Strong, County Treasurer,

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
1

Mora, New Mexico
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Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
to Lands in the Mora Grant are being-Titles
'
"straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
WE HAVE A RF.AL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Al Mutters
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Chinese as R'cs Growers'.
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FAIR VIEW PHARMACY
TheSRoyDrug

'

First Tennis In Amer!c2.
years ago the game of
lawn tennis was introduced by a
according to records In the pos-

Subscribe Now to the
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Store

Pare Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

Forty-fou-r

Roberts & Oliver
N.M.

zine.

a

Sugarite Lump Coal
Sugarite Domino, 3Jx6 in.
Sugarite Nut, lx3 in.

Roy

Gas Made From Straw.
The production of fuel ao8 lighting
gas from, straw Is now made possible
by a Canadian Invention.
This producer, which Is designed lor individual
farm use, offers a practical means for
utilizing the vast quantities of straw
that now go to waste on the Western
plains.
The gas is made in a retort equipped
with three cylinders, each of which
molds a bale of . straw seven feet
long, two feet wide, and six Inches
thick.
After filling and closing these chambers, a straw or gas fire la lighted
under them and allowed to burn 30
or 40 minutes. One firing with wheat,
oat, barley, or flax straw in this manner produces 1,200 cubic feet. of gas,
having fuel value of 400 B. t. u. About
12,000 cubic feet of gas can usually be generated from one ton of
straw, ahd in addition six to eight gallons of tar and 640 pounds of carbon,
from which lampblack enn be obMagatained. Popular Mechanics
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Perodieals andiEStationery

"iiodaks and Eastman Supplies
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Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,
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